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Editorial
To our readers, and those of our sub
scribers who have despaired of ever
getting their money's worth, we apologise
for the delay and assure them that their
subscriptions are still good for the remain
ing issues.

The reasons for our non-appearance have
not been totally negative. In the past
year revolutionaries who align themselves
with the Fourth International have had
serious work to do. Since the formation
of the Socialist Youth Alliance just on
twelve months ago, the growth of the
Trotskyist movement in Australia and its
involvement in many areas of political
activity has kept members of the Socialist
Review group busy. While 'Socialist
Review' has failed to appear, 'Direct
Action', the newspaper of SYA, a frat
ernal revolutionary youth organization,
has appeared regularly for ten issues.

The present flourishing of the Trotskyist
movement in Australia is a reflection of
a world-wide historical process that now
places the Fourth International at the head
of the world revolutionary movement. The
new International section in this issue
provides concrete illustrations of this fact
the recent 35, OOO-strong demonstration in
Paris in commemoration of the Paris
Commune was a triumphant vindication
of the historical position of the Fourth
International. At that demonstration,
Belgian Marxist Ernest Mandel spoke of
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its significance:
After today's demonstration, no one can
doubt any longer that the Fourth Inter
national has thousands and thousands of
well organised and battle-tested cadres.
It is important above all, to realise that
over the last several years, the Fourth
International has undergone a real meta
morphosis. From a small nucleus whose
numerical weakness restricted it essent
ially to propaganda activity - to trans
mitting the programme to the new
genera tions - it has been transformed
into a revolutionary vanguard already
capable of taking the initiative, of
drawing masses of people behind it, of
influencing the course of events.

Throughout the world- in France, Belgium,
Italy, Germany, England, Ceylon, Spain,
Greece, Bolivia, New Zealand, India, the
U. S., in Eastern Europe - the Trotskyist
movement is growing, and this is neither
accidental nor temporary. It is only
through an organisation with a consistent
Marxist political programme and a clear
organisational perspective that a socialist
revolution is possible. Those two things
are the most vital assets of our movement
and the basis of our present ascendancy.

II< Australia, all other groupings claiming
to be revolutionary lack both. Post-Czech
oslovakia, the Communist Party of Aust
ralia is in a state of disintegration. In the
name of the Soviet people and their rev
olution, these people totally and uncrit
ically supported the Stalinist leadership of
the Soviet Union in the period of its dark
est crimes. Confronted finally with the
truth about this leadership, and having no
ideological equipment to deal with it,
they flounder around in utter confusion.
Unable as yet to return to the Bolshevik
principles of Lenin and Trotsky, they
react pragmatically to events, generally

adopting a liberal or reformist stance.

The Communist Party, Marxist- Leninist,
on the other hand, still retain their att
achment to their 'fatherland', their bur
eaucracy, headed by Mao and his thought.
The recent betrayals in Ceylon and BangIa
Desh, however, and Nixon's invitation to
Peking (see article p. 11), must surely
create some doubts about Mao's revolut
ionary credentials and his claim to rep
resent the interests of the Chinese workers
and the interests of the world revolution.
It is to be hoped that those who are jolted.
to a clearer view of reality by recent
events can make a thorough analysis of
Stalinism and its betrayals, and return to
a revolutionary position.

For some time now, the need for a genuine
revolutionary party has been apparent.
Both the C. P.A. and the C. P. (M-L)
have failed in this task. The group con
cerned with the publication of 'Socialist
Review' sees this as its task. This is not a
magazine for 'intellectuals' as such. To be
an intellectual without being a revolution
ary is a contradiction in terms, to be a
'Marxist intellectual' without being comm
itted to the building of a revolutionary
party is to be a charlatan. This magazine
and our organisation is an attempt to pro
vide a revolutionary alternative to the
political bankruptcy of Stalinism, to those
who for years have falsely laid claim to
the Bolshevik tradition. It is the Fourth
International that has kept the genuine
traditions of Bolshevism alive, that has
learnt and built upon the ideas of Lenin
and Trotsky, and it is our organisation in
Australia, as part of a rapidly growing
international movement, that will provide
the cadres and the nucleus of the mass
revolutionary party that must be built to
overthrow capitalism in Australia and
throughout the world.
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Belgium
FOUNDATION CONGRESS OF THE L. R. T.

On 30 and 31 May, at Liege, 170 delegates
attended the foundation congress of the Rev
olutionary Workers' League (Ligue Revolution
naire des Travailleurs - Revolutionnaire Arb
idersliga), Belgian section of the FI. The LRT
has been formed by the amalgamation of the'
Socialist Young Guard (Jeunes Gardes Social
istes), who decided in 1970 to become a sym
pathising organisation of the FI, the Walloon
Workers' Party (Parti Wallon des Travailleurs)
and the Union of the Socialist Left (Union de
la Gauche Socialiste), two organisations
created in 1965 when the left wing of the
Belgian Socialist Party was expelled by the
reformist bureaucracy of that party, and the

former Belgian section of the FI.

The congress heard reports from cde. Ernest
Mandel, on the significance of joining the
FI and on the statutes of the LRT; and from
cde. Mathe Lambert, on the FRT's activity
among the trade unions and the working- class.
Cde. Livio Maitan brought greetings from
the United Secretariat of the FI.

The LRT, which publishes two weekly news
papers "La Gauche" and "Rood", and which
is gaining more and more support in work
shops and trade unions, has very favourable
perspectives for expansion. It has local
branches in Brussels, Anvers, Liege, Gand,
Charleroix, Louvain, Mons, Mouscron,
Quaregron, Hasselt, Courtai, Ostend and
St. Nicolas, and is spreading to other regions.

India
CDE. TARIQ ALI'S JOURNEY CAUSES A STIR
IN PARLIAMENT AND PRESS

London "Times". After this disclosure,
important newspapers such as the daily "Hin
dustan Times" and the weekly "Blitz" pub
lished articles by Tariq Ali on the perspec
tives of the revolutionary struggle in Bengal.

4

The journey to Bengal undertaken by cde.
Tariq Ali (member of the Executive Comm
ittee of the FI and Pakistani revolutionary
leader, living at present in Britain) to make
contact with revolutionary organisations and
militants engaged in the BangIa Desh libera
tion struggle and to study the possibilities of
uniting the mass struggles of West and East
Bengal, created a stir among Indian public
opinion.

Cde. Tariq Ali, of Pakistani nationality,
was unable to legally enter Indian territory
under current legislation, while a legal
journey to Pakistan was equally ruled out in
the present conditions of military dictatorship
and bloody repression. So he had to travel
to Bengal in secret. His presence was
revealed by a front-page article in the

As cde. Tariq Ali upheld the position of a
united socialist Bengal, as the nucleus around
which will later be formed a united pan
Indian socialist federation eliminating the
division of the sub-continent provoked by
imperialism in 1947, members of the Indian
parliament at New Delhi called on the gov
ernment to explain what measures it was
taking against this dangerous agitator who
was preaching the "dismantling" of the
Indian Union. This call came from not
only bourgeois reactionaries, but also from
the spokesmen of the two stalinist Comm
unist Parties. Supporters of self-determin
ation for Bengalis living under the yoke of
Yahya Khan, these strange "communist"
chauvinists don't grant the same self-deter
mination to Bengalis living under the thumb
of Mrs. Indira Gandhi.

d
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CONGRESS OF THE 1. M. G.

The International Marxist Group, British
section of the Fr, held its annual confer
ence in June. Main discussion was on
perspectives for the section's work among
trade unionists, students, women, and the
anti-imperialist movement (mainly con
cerning the coloured population, the Irish,
and the Bengalis). In view of the increas-

Gt.Britain
ing differentiation in the working-class,
within the framework of a greatly increased
combativity, the conference decided to
emphasise work in trade unions and fact
ories, under the slogan: For a workers'
government based on the trade unions under
rank and file control.

POLEMIC BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND
THE C. M. U. INTENSIFIES

The prime minister, Mrs. Bandaranaike, has
replied through her secretary to the letter which
the Ceylon Mercantile Union, led by our com
rade Bala Tampoe, sent to her protesting
vigorously against the bloody repression of the
young revolutionaries of the ]VP and against
the suppression of all democratic liberties
throughout the island. The CMU's general
council decided to send its protest letter, Mrs.
Bandaranaike's letter, and its own reply, to

Ceylon
all branches of the CMU, so that they could
be widely discussed. In this way, despite
the state of emergency, the curfew, and the
censorship, which are still imposed on the
workers' movement and which prevent any
public activity, even distribution of leaflets,
a wide debate will- take place for the first
time among Ceylonese workers, concerning
the events which led to the bloody repression
of the JVP.

FOUNDING CONGRESS OF THE R. K.J.

The RKJ (Revolutionary Communist Youth),
the German Trotskyist youth organisation,
recently held its first congress as a national
democratic-centralist organisation. The RKJ

Germany
already existed in about twenty cities, but
without a real national structure. The con
gress applied to become a sympathising organ
isation of the FI.

FORMA TION OF A N. L. F. IN EAST BENGAL

A National Liberation Front has been formed
by all the left-wing groups in East Bengal,
except Mohammed Toaha's "orthodox" maoist
party. The group which seems to be pOliti
cally dominant within the NLF of Bangia Desh
is the Communist Party of East Bengal, whose
guerilla units are led by cde. Tipu Biswas.

Pakistan
The leader of the Chittagong waterside workers,
cde. Abul Basar, belongs to the CPEB. The
most influential student revolutionary in East
Bengal, cde. Mahbubullah, was unable to join
the Front as he had been imprisioned in Dacca.
It is feared that he has been killed by the agents
of General Yahya Khan.

INCREASED OPPOSITION TO ZIONIST POLICIES Israel

-

About ten policemen and several dozen
demonstrators and passersby were injured
on May 18th, when Jerusalem police
attacked a demonstration of Israeli Black
Panthers. The Panthers, a militant organ
isation of oriental Jews who are fighting
the educational, housing, and other dis
crimination imposed on them, were
demanding the dismissal of Minister of
Police Shlomo Hillel.

The demonstration, which was called by
members of the anti- Zionist Israeli Socialist
Organisation and the Israeli New Left (Siah),
had a permit from the police. But when the
demonstrators began marching away from
the rally area, cops moved in with clubs
and water hoses. A five hour battle with

the cops ensued.

The police attack was the first time that
such massive violence has been used against
Jewish dissenters in Israel. Also the cops
severely brutalised those arrested. (For an
account of this see the ISRACA pamphlet
"Black Panthers in Israel" which is available
from SR).

Another important development in the
growing dissent within Israel towards Zionism
is the stand taken by four young people over
the draft. The four - three boys and one
girl - have refused to be inducted into the
Israeli army. They gave their reasons as
refusal to serve in an occupation army and
become oppressors. 5
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Czechoslovakia
PRAGUE SOCIALISTS SENTENCED

Sixteen young Czechs, charged with "Trot
skyism" were convicted in Prague on March
J,9th. The leader of the group, Peter Uhl,
received four years jn gaol and the others
lesser sentences. The accused were said to
have belonged to the "Revolutionary Socialist
Party of Czechoslovakia" . Their "crime"
was to have distributed various publications,
having maintained political contacts abroad,
and having received" Trotskyist literature"
from abroad.

The Revolutionary Socialist Party that the

accused were said to have belonged called
for the destruction of the governing bureau
cracy as a social layer, and the introduction
of self-management through democratically
elected workers' councils at all levels of
society. They declared their solidarity with
revolutionary struggles throughout the world.

During the trial supporters of the accused were
joined by the sons of Ota Slink' and Rudolf
Slansky, two scapegoats of the Stalinist purges
of the early fifties. How times have changed!
Today only the most degenerate pro-Moscow
sects would dare defend the persecution of the
Prague socialists. As of June ten "Trotskyists"
were still in prison and there is an urgent need
to mount international campaigns for their
release.

France 1:
SECOND CONGRESS OF LIGUE COMMUNISTE

The second congress of the ligue Commun
iste (French section of the FI) was held
at Rouen on 29th, 30th and 31st May. After
an opening report on the international and
French political situation by cde. Alain
Krivine, the congress held a lengthy discuss
ion on the balance-sheet and perspectives
of the organisation's activity through its
different areas of interven_tion (workers, youth,
national education, anti-imperialist activity,
struggle against repression). Introduced by
a report presented by cde. Henri Weber, this
discussion began in the plenary session of the
congress and continued into the commission
debates.

Undouhtedly the most significant aspect of
this congress was the way that it clearly
expressed the important progress achieved
by the ligue Communiste in the past two
years, as illustrated by the demonstration
organised in Paris two weeks earlier in com
memoration of the Commune. (See below).

The first congress had given top priority to
intervention in the work places, the construc
tion of worker cells being a precondition for
withstanding petty-bourgeois pressure.

At the second congress, it was no longer
university or high school students proposing
theories about a matter in which they were
almost inexperienced. It was workers,
actual leaders (cadres) of areas or branches
of intervention, who on the basis of their
experience were searching for the methods

to advance work place activity.

Similarly in regard to youth work, it was
no longer a question of laying down guiding
principles of intervention which broke wi th
the mistaken ideas of ultra-leftists of all
kinds. Instead, the problems of youth organ
isation was discussed by leaders of university,
high school and technical school struggles,
no longer as abstract necessities, but based
on organisation possibilities and on results
already obtained.

This progress was also evident in internal
matters, as recorded and synthesised in the
organisational report. Two years ago, at
its formation, 850/0 of Ligue members were
university or high school students; today
they make up only 430/0, compared to 240/0
teachers and 250/0wage earners.

Finally we must emphasize the importance
and significance of what appeared several
times to be the main theme of the congress:
internationalism. Internationalism marked
by the importance of the number of foreign
observers from sections or sympathetic organ
isations of the FI (43 from 25 countries), and
the political value of the messages received
from the four corners of the world. Interna
tionalism marked above all by the enthusiasm
of the militants in expressing their solidarity,
as at the sending of a message to the comrades
KF the Argentinian section, the PRT, and
at the speech by cde. P. Frank in the name
of the united secretariat of the Fl, and in
their determination to make the ligue's con
tribution to the International the richest and
most important possible on the political and
Illilita,nt plane, especially with in the frame
work of preparing for the next world congress.

France··2:
6

COMMEMORATION OF PARIS COMMUNE

"Ce n'est qu'un debut: continuons Ie com-

bat. lI·~is·i~,only=th~b:egllming;c.,J{:eepup
the stnlggle). That was the message which
thundered out of France in May 1968. Its
confident rhythm and defiance set the pulse
of the entire international bourgeoisie racing.
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Now, just three years later that cry is taken
up again by 35, OOp European militants, re
grouped, organised determined. The occa
sion was the lOOth Anniversary of that first
'beginning', that first taste of workers' power,
The Paris Commune.

The demonstration and the meeting before
it was organised by the militants of the Ligue
Communiste and called in conjunction with
Lutte Ouvriere. This demonstration of such
size militancy and discipline came at a most
apt conjuncture - in the middle of the Renault
strike and occupation. It was a visible sign
of an accelerating process in France during
the past year and a half - the growth of the
Ligue at the expense of the PCF.

Near'\y 3,000 militants poured into Paris
from the French provinces. Every bus had
been stopped at least once by the police. A
thousand more from the European sections
of the Fourth International swelled the march
and gave it a truly internationalist character.

The French bourgeoisie and the French CP
both did their utmost on the one hand to
create difficulties for the organisers, on the
other to try to discredit the aims and revol
utionary credentials of the militants in the
eyes of the masses.

The French CP for instance had earlier
leafleted every house on the route of the
march advising the inhabitants to lock and
bolt their doors because on Sunday a gang
of hoodlums would pass that way smashing
windows and assaulting old people.

Instead, the march passed off without incid
ent, without one arrest. One thousand' Ser
vice d'Ordre' (stewards), helmeted and armed,
protected the route of the march from a
threatened fascist counter demonstration, poss
ible agent-provocateurs, and the police. We
never saw one policeman the whole afternoon
(though they were there in thousands a couple
of streets back from the route.

As for the inhabitants of Belleville; not a
trace of hostility or fearfulness. The British
delegation could hardly believe their eyes,
but for the French too it was a pleasant sur
prise to see the countless fists raised, the
cheers and enthusiasm of the inhabitants of
Belleville.

The march, which took two hours to pass
a given point, wound through those streets
where the Communards made their last
stand and down to Le Mur des Federes (the
wall of the Federals, where the last resisters
were shot by the thousand). 7
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Reformism-
A Paper

Tiger?
One of the more entertaining papers present
ed at Sydney's recent Anti-war Conference
was the one read by Humphrey McQueen.

The paper attempted, with some success, to
demonstrate that Labor leaders past and pre
sent, while paying lip-service to anti-war
sentiments, actually support alliances with
imperialist powers (currently of the U. S.
variety).

Humphrey's remarks would not have been
wasted at a DLP gathering where many pres
ent would genuinely believe that some lead
ers of the Labor Party are not only opposed
to the U. S. alliance but are even commun
ists; Marshal Ky» Chiang Kai- Shek and per
haps the far right of the ALP would also be
reassured by Humphrey's revelations. We
feel that Humphrey's wit was wasted at the
Anti-war Conference.

While succeeding generations of frustrated
left-wing pundits and orators have fulmin
ated against the straw men of Australian so
cial-democracy, reformism, free from ser
ious challenge, has continued to stunt the
working-class movement. Fifty years after
the foundation of the Australian Communist
Party, forty years after the Militant Minor
ity Movement ushered in the era of Comm
unist and radical trade-union leaderships
and over a decade after the emergence of
a non-stalinist "new left", faith in bourg
eois democracy still binds workers to the be
lief that only an honest Labor Government
can solve their problems. A Labor Govern
ment is to the Australian working-class what
the Lorelei is to the hapless sailor - just as
the sailor wakes from his trance as his craft
strikes the rocks, so our workers face disill
usionment as great as the British did under
Wilson.
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The "I told you so" attitude adopted by the
Left offered little consolation in the period
following the collaspe of past Labor Govern
ments. Every position won by the working
class movement was either lost or threaten
ed by reaction exploiting the disillusionm
ent and apathy gripping the working-class.

Revolutionary Socialists should in their pro
paganda, draw comparisons between the
Whitlam-Dunstan-Hawke style and the cle
arly discredited Labor figures of the thirties
and forties. Chifley's troops in the NSW
coalfields could have their contemporary
counterparts in Hawke's civil courts for enf
orcement of Arbitrator's rulings. Propaga
nda has never been a strong point of the re
volutionary left in this country; history has
not recorded that workers have in appreci
able numbers deserted their ALP branches or
trade-union leaders after being enlightened
as to the Menshevik or Social-fascist nature
of their local office-bearer or functionary.

The only times when workers have moved in
any numbers away from the ALP is when Co
mmunists proved in practice that they could
offer tangible resUlts from direct action of a
class-conscious nature (we refer here to the
Unemployed Worker's Movement - see Jack
Blake, Arena number 25).

In this period of sharpening class conflict,
opportunities for revolutionary activity in
the labor movement abound. Considered
introduction of workers control demands, a
frontal assault on the Arbitration system and
a new rank and file involvement in union
affairs are but three of the directions in which
a revolutionary party could influence organ
ized labor. The Hawke-Cameron proposals
for Arbitration reform have not and may nev
er be the subject for critical debate within
most unions. The abysmal division between
union leadership and membership, the fall
ing percentage of Australians being organiz
ed into unions and shallow economist persp
ectives of even the most "militant" of lead
ers combine to create a fertile field for the
work of Leninists equipped to apply the less
ons learned abroad by workers in advanced
conflict in a neo-capitalist environment i. e.
France 1968.

Given the absence of a serious alternative a
class-conscious worker finding himself of her
self in the wasteland of Labor Party politics
would naturally turn with relief to a forma
tion such as the Socialist Left in Victoria.
The crass opportunism of the so-called cent
rists and the almost frenetic scramble for the
government benches by Whitlam and those
round him must have won many supporters
for the S1. Worker militants and radical youth
in the party have at last found an opportunity
to give expression to their demands inside the
ALP framework. The months of organisation
and consolidation of forces by SL activists be
leaves no doubt as to which side is more cap
able of leading the party.

Appreciating the historical role of reformism
and accepting that its ideological grip on the
working-class can only be broken by the inte
rvention of rt:volutionaries into the organized
workers' movement, we must review the pre
cise role of the SL group. SL active support
for the Moratorium, their firm opposition to
Hawke's scheme for arbitration reform and
their repudiation of the U. S.Australia allia
nce are but three of the radical cources they
have adopted. References to extra-parliam
entary political activities liberally sprinkle
their publications (one contributor to "Inside
Labor" even quoted percentages for the am
ount of emphasis to be placed on the various
areas of work. )

Naturally the activists in the SL have in the
past months been engaged in the time-and
energy consuming work of recruiting, publi
shing their journal and joining struggle for
leadership of the Victorian branch of their
party. Without wishing to underestimate the
importance of organization we feel that they
have neglected the central task, that of est
ablishing a political program. A study of
"Inside Labor" and its successor"Action",
will reveal little that raises SL beyond a pos
ition of radical reformism.

(a) a union based party.
(b) mass participation and involvement.
(c) the real power in the party shared by all

the members.
(d) to work through the parliamentary system.
(e) to support and promote mass movements

involving the community in the broad
struggle.

(f) the general political line of the old Vict
orian branch to continue to develop.

The above points were published in "Inside
Labor" issue number 10 as objectives for the
January 30th mass meeting of ALP members
and affiliates.

. Whether the Holding-Innes faction is right
wing and the SL position actually centrist
should be judged in the light of historical
experience. Reformism has never been suc
cessfully countered by those who cannot acc
ept that a bourgeois state will not be over
thrown by its own machinery.

"There are still people today who believe,
or profess to believe, that parliament can
be used in this way (to establish a socialist
state). Such a belief necessarily implies
a certain view of what parliament is; nam
ely, that essentially it is independent of
class; that if the bourgeoisie gets the num
bers in it, parliament will be used to pro
mote and protect its interests, and that if
the working-class gets the numbers, it can
be used to promote its interests - i. e. soc
ialism. Such a view is erroneous on two re
lated counts: firstly, it takes no account of
the concrete historical development of par- 9
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liamentary democracy: secondly, and as
a result of the first error, it distorts the rel
ationship between political and economic
power" ••••••• Peter d'Abbs, "Inside
Labor" issue no. 15.

The vast repository of knowledge accumul-
ated by the experience of the 4 Internatiqn-
als is at the disposal of anyone. The colla-
pse of the 2nd. following the "socialists" ca
pitulation in the face of the imperialist 1st.
World War was matched by the betrayal of
the 300. in the name of "Socialism in one
country". The 4th. International, founded
by Leon Trotsky in the late thirties has stim
ulated the growth of a new revolutionary for
mation across the globe. From the mass dem
onstrations in the U. S. to the streets of Paris
and in beleagered BangIa Desh adherents of
the 4th. International are emerging as the
principal upholders of revolutionary socialism.
Throughout its history it has striven to extend
and develop revolutionary marxism, to keep
alive the essential international character of
socialism. In its foundation programme,
explicitly called transitional, a basis is laid
to extend the day to day struggles of the
oppressed into the dispossession of the oppressors.
In the decades ahead, socialists will be faced
with the choice of pursuing the mirage of soc
ialism through parliament or with assisting in
the arduous task of preparing for an Australian
revolution. Mobilisation around such key de
mands as workers control can only be inspired
and led by a party which bases its future on
the fundamental contradiction between those
who create commodities and the class which
expropriates them for its own use.

It has always been easy for academics to win
notoriety by I exposing' the inconsistencies of
parliamentarians in either party; it has al
ways been safe, respectable and utterly cyn
ical to descend from the ivory tower to lec
ture workers on the futility of engaging in
struggles around bread and butter issues; it
has never been easy to grapple with the pro
blem of just how revolutionaries are to break
the .hold of reformist ideology over the work
ing-class movement. We feel sure that
even Humphrey would agree that reformism
won't disappear with fine-sounding slogans,
revolutionary posturing or even intramusc
ular injections of Mao- Tse- Tung- Thought.
Nothing can replace the day-to-day work
of a Party armed with a program which be
gins with the immediate demands of the
exploited mass of our people and ends in
the forcible overthrow of the capitalist state.

Lest the above remarks be construed as sec
tarian or wanting in sympathy for the supp
orters of S. L., we would re-iterate our ear
lier call for support for S. L. from the rank
and file of both the ALP and trade union
movement. Although these remarks were
written sometime ago, and don't refer to
the most recent developments, we hope
they will contribute to and initiate a more
thorough discussion in our journal.
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However, no less confused are the local sup
porters of Chairman Mao, especially the
student maoists. Within the space of a few
short months, their illusions about the role
of China as the only bastion against world
imperialism, as the source of the true, cor
rect revolutionary line, have been dealt a
series of shattering blows.

First came the nationalist uprising in East
Pakistan, brutally and bloodily suppressed
by the Yahya Khan dictatorship, with China
standing happily by and heaping greetings
and support on the perpetrators of the mass
acre. Then came reports of Chinese supp
ort and interest- free loans to the Bandara
naike Government of Ceylon, fresh from
mopping-up the rebellion by the JVP, var
iously described as "guevarist" or "maoist",
but certainly a strong, militant revolution
ary youth movement with Widespread mass
support. To top it all off, Nixon came out
with the announcement that he would be
visiting China within 10 months, at the re
quest of the Chinese Government.

Chinas recent diplomatic manoeuvres have
come as a devastating shock to most people,
to people of widely differing political bel
iefs. Our own Prime Minister Mr. McMahon
was caught with his pants down, and he and
the DLP look as though they will have to
find a substitute for those little red arrows as
an electoral gimmick.

EJIIKnowles

Peaceful
Coexistence
and
•aOlsm
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Reactions of the student maoists here ranged
from silence to "its rather disturbing" to out
right disillusionment, but a universally com
mon factor was utter confusion and disorient
ation. For revolutionary marxists, on the other
hand, China's actions were neither surprising
nor confusing. They weren't the first betrayals
of the world revolution by Stalinism, and al
though we too find these new betrayals "dis
turbing", as we have found each successive
Stalinist betrayal of the past "disturbing", we
don't merely leave it at that, or dismiss it
as another regrettable "mistake", or attri
bute it to the current demons. (Some are
already, touting the idea that the latest "mis
takes" might be due to the persistence of
Liu- Shao-Chi thought in high places). No,
it is necessary to transcend demonology and
metaphysics and make an honest appraisal
of historical reality. It is only by making
such an honest analysis of its defeats and its
victorieS that the revolutionary movement
will win.

No doubt there will be many amongst the
student maoists who will learn to jump at
each twist and turn of China's foreign pol
icy as well as any old stalinist,faithfully
adapting to the contortions of Stalin's dip
lomacy. Hopefully, however, some will
be shocked enough,and still open-minded.
enough, to undertake a serious study of the
history of the working-class movement.

Rhetoric vs.
Reality
Part of the confusion at the current events
is of course due to the more revolutionary,
militant sounding language generally used
by China when compared with the Soviet
Union. This ultraleft rhetoric has been tak
en at face value and easily assimilated by
many newly radicalising youth and students,
who in the first phase of their radicalisation
often have a strong ultraleft bent. This has
been the case in Australia, as well as over
seas, although because of the generally low
political level and the spontaneist attitude
towards organisation of these people, no
strong maoist organisations have actually

been consolidated. However, rhetoric can
be, and often is misleading. As an example,
recall the attitude of the German Social
Democrats towards imperialist war before
the outbreak of Worlel War 1. They had paid
lip service to the correct marxist line of to
tal opposition on the part of the working
class and its party to imperialist war, but
overwhelmingly capitulated immediately
on the outbreak of war. It was evident that
they might spetir in a revolutionary way,
but that when e crunch came, this leader
ship of the German Social Democracy acted
in accord with the dictates of its class OrIgllls
and social base, in this case the intellectual
and professional layers and the trade-union
bureaucracy. Simllarly, t hope to show
that regardless of their particular rhetoric at
the time, the maoist leadership will act in
the interests of its social base, the bureau
cratic caste in the Chinese State.

Before proceeding, however, its worth noting
that even from their own rhetoric there has
never been a completely clear consistent
revolutionary line discernible. An interest
ing incident comes to mind to illustrate this
point. Several years ago, Gregory Clark was
speaking on China at a public meeting at
Sydney University. (Clark, formerly a China
expert in. the external affairs department,
then an academic at the Australian National
University is now "The Australian's" Toyko
Correspondent.) Clark was challenged by
Brian Aarons, son of Laurie Aarons, CPA Nat
ional Secretary, who claimed that China was
more belligerent in world affairs, and a
threat to world peace, whereas the Soviet
Union had a sane and responsible attitude to
the problems of world peace in the nuclear
age. (This was before the CPA broke from
Moscow). Clark responded by reading two
quotations, one ultra-revolutionary and one
extolling the virtues of peaceful coexistence,
and asked Aarons to pick which one was
made by the Chinese leadership, and which
one by the Russians. The point was very
tellingly made - the Russians could just as
easily turn on the revolutionary rhetoric as
the Chinese could turn it off and talk about
peace and peaceful coexistence.

A more recent incident occurred at the anti
war conference in Sydney early this year,

r
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"The great alliance of
China and the Soviet
Union is a firm bul
wark for defending
world peace. Here we
see Comrades Mao
Tse-tung and N. S.
Khrushchov meeting
in Peking, in August
1958." (China Pict
orial Feb. 1960.)

when the student maoists were acutely em
barrassed when a member of the Australian _
China Friendship Society got up and started
explaining how sincerely China believed in
the principles of peaceful coexistence.

Peaceful
Coexistence
Revolutionary socialists do not oppose the
establishment of diplomatic and trade rel
ations between capitalist countries and
countries that have successfully overthrown
capitalism. Agreements of an economic
and diplomatic nature are often necessary
for the revolutionary state to gain time, to
consolidate the revolution. Such agreements,
however, must not be made at the expense of
the revolutionary struggle abroad.

The Bolsheviks, after the conquest of power
in Russia, were confronted with this problem,
the furtherance of the world revolution on
the one hand and the defense of the Soviet
State on the other. (For a much more thor
ough analysis of this whole question, see Ern
est Mandel: "Peaceful Coexistence and
World Revolution".)

In spite of the chaos and scarcity resulting
from World War I and the civil war, and
inspite of the intervention by imperialist
armies, Lenin and Trotsky, and other lead
ers of the Bolshevik Party at that time,
remained true to their revolutionary prin
ciples, and worked out guidelines for run
ning the state without contravening these
principles. Firstly, they regarded the
Soviet State as merely the first step in the
world revolutionary process, and justified
primarily as leading to revolution in advan
ced capitalist countries. Secondly, the
Communist International was made com
pletely independent of the diplomatic man
oeuvres of the Soviet State.

At Brest-Litovsk, while being forced to sign
a harsh treaty with the German imperial
ists, the Communists in no way slackened
their revolutionary propaganda to the Ger
man soldiers and working-class, and the
Brest-Litovsk peace actually hastened the

revolutionary process in Central Europe.

In Finland, immediately after the revol
ution, Lenin applied his thesis of the right
of nations to self-determination and accep
ted the independence of Finland, headed by
the counterrevolutionary Svinhufud govern
ment. This action was against the interests
of the Soviet State from a military point of
view, but was justified for Lenin by the in
ternal needs of the Finnish Revolution.

In Poland, Trotsky opposed the offensive by
Tukhachevsky towards Warsaw in 1920, on
the grounds that it would strengthen chauvin
ism amongst the Polish working- class and
retard the revolution there, and Lenin agreed.

In the "Revolution Betrayed", Trotskyex
plained the classic Bolshevik position:

"The fundamental line of the international
policy of the Soviets rested on the fact that
this or that commercial, diplomatic or mil
itary bargain of the Soviet government with
the imperialists, inevitable in the nature of
the case, should in no case limit or weaken
the struggle of the proletariat of the corres
ponding capitalist country, for in the last
analysis the safety of the worker's state it
self could be guaranteed only by the growth
of the world revolution." The Revolution
Betrayed, Leon Trotsky, p. 188, Merit
Publishers.

With the coming to power of the Stalinist
Bureaucracy in the Soviet Union, this policy
changed. Peaceful coexistence became the 13



general line of the CPSU and the Soviet Un
ion in the field of foreign policy, and is in
timately linked to Stalin's theory of Social
ism in One Country.

The bureaucratic caste that emerged in the
Soviet Union occupies a very contradictory
position in Soviet Society. It has a mono
poly of political power and privileges
through total control of the social surplus
product based on a planned socialized econ
omy. Thus it will defend the new social
system which is the source of its power and
privileges.

However, its continued existence is also
dependent on the passivity of the Soviet
masses, and thus it fears any change in the
international status quo, which might lead
to a revolutionary reawakening of the Soviet
working-class.

egorically reject "the general line of peace
ful coexistence of the CPSU leaders". (See,
for example "The Polemic on the General
Line of the International Communist Move
ment". Peking 1965, Sixth Comment pp
269-301, Dec 12, 1963.)

Now, however, the list of crimes perpetrated
on the world revolutionary movement by the
Chinese Communist Party on behalf of "peace
ful coexistence" looks just as black as those
of the CPSU. Starting from the Geneva Con
ference on Vietnam in 1954, to the massacre
of half a million communists in Indonesia in
1965, to the bloodbath in Bengal and the
repression in Ceylon this year, China has
acted against the interests of the world revol
ution, and with the announcement of Nixon's
invitation to visit Peking, the Vietnamese
Revolution looks as though it is in danger
once again.

In Indonesia in 1965 the world revolution
suffered what is probably it greatest defeat
since Hitler came to power in Germany and
smashed the German workers' movement.
Half a million communists were massacred,
and the largest Communist Party outside of
a workers state was utterly destroyed. Be
fore the coup, the Indonesian Communist
Party (PKI) had 3 million members and over
10 million sympathisers organised in various

Indonesia

"The Soviet Union is no longer seen as an The reality then,stripped of the revolutionary
instrument of furthering world revolution; rhetoric that China has used of late is that
on the contrary, the international comm- the Chinese Communist Party basically pur-
unist movement is viewed as an instrument sues a policy of peaceful coexistence in the
to further the immediate twists and turns of national interests of a narrow bureaucratic
Soviet diplomacy. The "unity" of the Sov- caste, and the analysis made by Trotsky of
iet Union and international revolution is the bureaucratic degeneration of the Soviet
degraded from the principled height where Union applies to China also. There has not
Lenin and Trotsky had placed it to the low- occurred in China as yet anything on the
est level of pragmatic expediency: Comm- scale of Stalin's monstrous purges, but the
unist parties have to ruthlessly sacrifice the suppression of any opposition to the rUling
militancy, consciousness and self-confidence bureaucrats is just as extensive. With this
of the working classes of their respective perspective the basic mechanism of the cul-
countries on the altar of the "state power tural revolution can be seen as a dispute be-
interests" embodied by the Soviet govern- tween two sections of the bureaucracy. In-
ment." (Mandel p. 11). deed, in one field, the Chinese Communist

Party has certainly surpassed the excesses
of the CPSU. The ridiculous Mao cUlt is
much worse than the cult of the personal
ity under Stalin.

It appeared to many people, on the other
hand, that the Chinese Communist Party
had adopted a more reVOlutionary foreign
policy, at least during the period of the
Sino- Soviet dispute. They appeared to cat-

Thus peaceful coexistence is the natural for
eign policy pursued by a national bureaucra
tic caste, and in the case of the leaders of
the USSR, led to such criminal acts as the
sabotage of the Spanish Revolution, the cap
itulation in the face of Hitler in Germany,
the sellout of the revolutions in Greece,
France and Italy after World War II and Fran
ce in May 1968 to name only a few of the
most monstrous acts.

14



"Chairman Mao Tse
tung on August 5, 1965
met D. N. Aidit, Chair
man of the Central Com
mittee of the Indonesian
Communist Party, and
the members of the Party's
delegation led by him.
They came to China for
a visit on August at the
invitation of the Central
Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party. "
(China Pictorial 10, 1965.)

front organisations. With its defeat and the
coming to power of the counterrevolutionary
Suharto regime, the prospects for the revol
ution in that part of the world were put back
many years.

The policy of the PKI leaders before the coup
had been one of class collaboration, a policy
of relying on the national bourgeoisie under
Sukarno. They neglected to educate or mob
ilize their party, or prepare it in any way for
seizing power, preferring to give completely
uncritical support to Sukamo, hoping to in
filtrate the apparatus and take over on his
death.

Here is how Aidit, the PKI Chairman, put
the essence of their policy in Dec. 1961:

"In carrying out our national struggle, we
must hold firmly to the basic principle:
place the interests of the class and of the
party below the national interest, that is,
place the national interest above the inter
ests of the class and of the Party." (Cited
in The Communist Party of Indonesia, 1951
1963 by Donald Hindley.)

Thus the PKI carried out, to its logical con
clusion, the Stalinist theory of revolution by
stages. "In Maoist doctrine the revolution
by stages is put forward in the guise of the
need for a 'bloc of four classes'. The ess
ence of this theory is the subordination of
the independent organization of the working
class to an alliance with the so- called pro
gressive national bourgeoisie. To keep the
liberal capitalists in the coalition, the rev
olution must not be socialist but only "anti
imperialist", and if it should succeed, cap
italist private property must be guaranteed
for a whole historical period afterward. This
provides the rationalization for supporting
all kinds of capitalist govemments, partic
ularly in the Third World, with whom the
bureaucracy hopes to conclude some advan
tageous agreement." (Les Evans, "Why Mao
Defends the Bengal Bloodbath", Intemational
Socialist Review, June 1971. )

condemned peaceful coexistence and the
possibility of a peaceful transition to social
ism. Nevertheless, the Chinese Communist
Party, out of the passing diplomatic needs
of an alliance with Sukamo and the Indones
ian bourgeoisie, prevented the PKI from dev
eloping a revolutionary policy that could have
stopped the reactionary generals and put the
Indonesian working-class in power.

That Mao himself (rather than Liu-Shao-Chi
who was blamed for this and so many other
things) was responsible for this disaster can
be seen from the following extract from Mao's
personal greetings to the PKI Central Comm
ittee on May 20, 1965.

"The Central Committee of the Communist
Party of Indonesia headed by D. N. Aidit has
skilfully and creatively applied and develop
ed Marxism-Leninism in the light of the
revolutionary practice of its own country;
it has Indonesianized Marxism-Leninism
with outstanding success, independently
worked out its revolutionary line and pol
icies which conform to the basic interests
of the Indonesian people, and led Indones
ia's revolutionary struggle from victory to
victory. The Communist Party of China
is very proud to have such a close and stau
nch comrade-in-arms as the Communist
Party of Indonesia." (Hsinhua, May 23,
1965. )

Such a policy was quite characteristic of the
Moscow and the Communist Parties under
its tutelage. The PKI however was in the
Peking camp, which at the time of the coup
and during the Sino- Soviet dispute verbally

(A more extensive insight into what happ
ened in Indonesia can be gained from the
pamphlet I The Catastrophe in Indonesia I,

by Mandel, Hansen and Soedarso. Merit
Publishers, 1966.) 15
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BanglaDesh
The role played by the Chinese Communist
Party in the Indonesian debacle was certain
ly clear enough for anyone, at least to all
but the most dogmatically faithful followers
of Mao. However, the recent policy of the
Chinese towards the national liberation move
ment in BangIa Desh is even more blatant,
their counterrevolutionary actions even more
direct and obvious, and the results are likely
to be no less criminal to the revolutionary
movement than the massacre in Indonesia.
The statements issued by the leadership of
the Chinese CP and their press leave no shad
ow of doubt as to their sympathies - 10070
support to the Yahya Khan dictatorship and
their bloody massacre. Its worth quoting
some at length:

"The relevant measures taken by President
Yahya Khan in connection with the present
situation in Pakistan are the internal aff
airs of Pakistan, in which no country should
or has the right to interfere . . . . . . . .
"The Pakistan people have the revolution
ary tradition of opposing imperialism and
colonialism, and have waged unyielding
struggles against aggressors and intervent
ionists from outside.
"The Chinese government and people will,
as always, resolutely support the Pakistan
government and people in their just struggle
for safeguarding national independence and
state sovereignty against foreign aggression &
interference." (Editorial, April 11, Chin
ese Communist Party newspaper, "People's
Daily". )

Chou-En-Lai was even more explicit in his
support, when he wrote in a letter to Yahya
Khan (Released April 12):

"We are certain that, thanks to the con
tacts which you and your collaborators are
increasing and thanks to all your efforts,
the situation in Pakistan will be restored to
normality. The unity of Pakistan and the
peoples of the eastern and western provinces
of the country is essential to guarantee that
the nation will survive and achieve prosper
ity and power. A distinction must be made
between the great mass of the people and a
handful of individuals intent on sabotaging

Pakistan's unity. "

What hypocrisy! Yahya Khan's butchers are
his "collaborators", 75 million East Bengalis
are reduced to "a handful of individuals", and
Yahya Khan's regime becomes "the great mass
of the people". Worse was yet to come. New
China News Agency carried a report of a non
existent pro Khan mass demonstration reputed
to have been held on April 13 - in Dacca of
all places!

Peking's slavish support to Pakistani dictator
Yahya Khan and his recent bloodbath is the
culmination of a diplomatic alliance that
dates back to 1962. The response of the Chin
ese leadership to the incidents on their Indian
borders was to seek an alliance with Pakistan,
a diplomatic "solution" that revealed Mao's
basic adherence to Stalin's theory of socialism
in one country. A bizarre and tragic relation
ship developed, with Peking attempting to
portray the Pakistani regime as anti-imper
ialist while ignoring the revolutionary move
ment there, or trying to sabotage it where
they COUld. Indeed, in 1964, during a visit
to Lahore Marshal Chen-Yi even went so far
as to declare that "basic democracy is very
similar to our People's Communes". Basic
democracy was Pakistan's quaint electoral
system, whereby the vote is restricted to 80,
000 hand-picked "basic democrats".

In 1966, a massive strike of railway workers
broke out in West Pakistan. Ayub Khan (the
present dictator's predecessor) used the army
to try to smash the strike, and in this strike a
train was driven over workers laying across
the tracks. The Maoists in Pakistan opposed
the strike however, because of the supposedly
"anti-imperialist" nature of the regime. The
Maoist leader Mirza Ibrahim was asked by the
government to help end the strike. He agreed
on the condition that his union and not the one
leading the action be recognized as the offic
ial union. His appeals to the workers of
Lahore were rejected, however, and he was
thrown in jail for not trying hard enough. The
chinese press reported neither the strike nor
the arrest of Ibrahim. (Evans op.cit. p. 27. )

During the mass upsurge of students and work
ers in 1968/69 in both East and West Pakistan,
Peking remained silent. They ignored the
general strike in West Pakistan by two and a
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MaoTse-tung
(;. Yahya Khan

half million workers, the shooting of unarmed
demonstrators by police and troops, the pot
entially revolutionary upsurge that had even
penetrated to the relatively backward peasan
try in West Pakistan. Ignoring the revolution
they carried out their diplomacy, entertaining
Ayub Khan's successor Yahya Khan, the chief
of the military, in Peking at the very height
of the upsurge!

The Pakistani regime has been consistently
repressive and counterrevolutionary at home,
a representative of the Punjabi ruling-class.
According to the Maoist line, these facts
could be overlooked, if the foreign policy of
the regime could somehow be identified as
"anti-imperialist". Yet at the start of the
Peking - Pakistan honeymoon, Pakistan was
a key member of two anti-communist all
iances engineered by U. S. imperialism,
S. E. A. T. O. and C. E. N. T. 0., and retains
its membership in both to this day. The US
still remains Pakistans major arms supplier
(supplemented by both the Soviet Union and
China). In fact, Pakistan uses its ties with
China to blackmail the US into giving more
aid. Far from being anti-imperialist the
Pakistan regime is firmly committed to the
imperialist system. At a SEA TO meeting
in London in May 1965, Foreign Minister
Bhutto signed a statement accusing Ho Chi
Minh of invading South Vietnam.

Peking, and Pakistan, have attempted to
explain the revolt in East Bengal as solely
a manoeuvre by Indian "expansionists".
Ever since China turned towards Pakistan
as an ally after the Sino- Indian border
disputes of 1962, China's attitude towards
national liberation struggles in the Indian
subcontinent has been completely opport
unistic. Peking has been quite willing to
support calls for Kashmiri independence
but is blind to the struggle of the people
of Bengal for self-determination.
In Bengal it is clear that the struggle there
is a genuine struggle for national liberation.
The attitude of Lenin, and revolutionary
marxists since Lenin, has been to give
unconditional support to the oppressed nat
ionality, and to support their demands for
self-determination. The first step for rev
olutionaries is to determine whether a
people constitute a distinct national group
ing. The next step is to decide whether

that national grouping is oppressed, either
directly by colonialism, less directly but
usually no less disastrously for the people by
imperialism, or by some indigenous oppress
ing group. If both these criteria are met,
then it is the revolutionary movement's duty
to give unconditional support for their struggle.
It is not merely a question of moral duty. It
is absolutely necessary for the interests of the
socialist revolution, for it is inevitable that
the struggle for national liberation, and the
bourgeouis-democratic goals associated with
that struggle, cannot be successful short of
a total socialist transformation of the society.

The sole tie binding East and West Pakistan
together is the rather tenuous link of a com
mon religion. In all other respects the Ben
gali people of East Pakistan are closer to the
West Bengalis of India - a common race,
culture and language. Thus the first criteria
is met.

As regards the second, it is easy to see that
East Pakistan has been atrociously exploited
by the West Pakistanis bourgeoisie. The East
has 75 million of Pakistans total population
of 120 million, and earns most of the count
ries foreign exchange through its jute exports.
However, this money is used mainly for dev
elopment of the West. For example; during
the last 20 years, West Pakistan imported
nearly $6 billion worth of goods - three times
as much as the more populous East; During
the countries second five year plan 1960- 65,
the West Pakistani regime allocated a per
capita expenditure for developrre nt of its own
region of 521.05 rupees, but only 240 rupees
for the Bengali East. The disparity in alloc- 17
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ation for social services was even more gross:
309.35 rupees per person in the West compared
to 70.29 rupees in the East.

The two regions have been "united" by class
ical colonial relations. The East has been a
supplier of raw materials and financial res
ources to West Pakistan, and has also been
forced to act as a market for the products of
West Pakistan's industry. The actual arrange
ment has been that the East has been required
to buy 60 per cent of the West's industrial out
put, at prices sometimes three times higher
than on the world market. Prices are fixed
so that rice grown in East Pakistan costs half
as much in the West as it does in the East. On
top of the economic discrimination Bengalis
make up only 150/0 of all government employ
ees and only 100/0 of the army.

Thus, when Sheik Mujibur Rahman's Awami
League won a massive victory in Pakistan's
first free general election last December,
Dictator Yahya Khan moved to stop the Nat
ional Assembly Meeting. Two days before
it was due to open, on March 1, he announced
an indefinite postponement, sparking off a
massive general strike by the workers and
peasants of East Pakistan. Yahya Khan took
the opportunity to try and quench forever any
Bengali movement for independence, and
launched a bloodbath in Bengal of a scope
and ferocity to match the Indonesian mass
acre of 1965.

For Peking and their apologists to claim that
all this is a result of Indian expansionism and
their machinations is pure hypocrisy. The
exploitation of East Pakistan was real - the
overwhelming electoral support for the Awami
League was real - the general strike involved
real Bengali workers and peasants, and the
ensuing bloodbath and flight of millions of
refugees was certainly very real. Any Indian
interference was peripheral to these massive
events, and in any case came after them.

Furthermore, the interests of the Indian bourg
eoisie are certainly not served by promoting
ferment and revolution in East Bengal. Any
strong national liberation movement there
would transcend the artificially created borders
and sweep up West Bengal, the most vulnerable
and unstable area of India. The glaring con
tradictions of capitalist India are most acute

and obvious in Calcutta, where a continuous
state of crisis reigns. The liberation movement
of Bengal could be the spark that fires the whole
of the Indian subcontinent.

While the oppressed people of India and Pakis
tan are struggling desperately to throw off the
yoke of capitalism, imperialism and colonial
ism, while the Pakistani regime is butchering
the workers and peasants of Bengal, what is
the Chinese leadership doing? Why, enter
taining of course. Peking Review of May 28,
1971, reports a banquet given in Peking for
the Pakistani ambassador, a banquet which,
according to Vice Foreign Minister Han Nien
lung, "was permeated with an atmosphere of
friendship" .....

Ceylon
While the civil war in East Bengal was still
going on Mao got a further opportunity to
show the consistency of his policy of peace
ful coexistence. A rebellion by young
workers and students broke out against the
Bandaranaike government, and the Chinese
leadership backed the bloody repression
here in terms just as sickening and unequiv
ocal as had been used to support the blood
bath in Bengal.

Mrs. Bandaranaike's bourgeois Sri Lanka
Freedom Party (SLFP) won a sweeping vic
tory in the elections of May 1970, with the
Communist Party and the ex- Trotskyist
Lanka Sarna Samaja Party as minor coali
tion parties. The political situation in
Ceylon was such that the SLFP was forced
to stand on a platform of "socialist dem
ocracy", while even the conservative
United National Party, unseated at the
elections, claimed to be for "democratic
socialism". The JVP (Janatha Vimukthi
Peramana - People's Liberation Front) a
new organization that had gained consid
erable mass support amongst the students,
young workers and unemployed youth, also
supported the coalition during the elections.
When it became clear that the coalition
had no intention of implementing its soc
ialist election policies, the mass support
for the JVP grew, as it demanded that the
government carry out its promises.

-
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Chou En-lai and
:Mrs Bandaranaike

Bandaranaike used an incident at the Amer
ican embassy on March 6 as a pretext for
launching a bloody repression against the
JVP and the burgeoning mass opposition to
her regime. The JVP did not resort to armed
resistance until three weeks after the declar
ation of the state of emergency. The death
toll is in the thousands - any rebels captured
are shot - and as in other popular liberation
struggles the repressive regime has indiscrim
inately attacked the local people.

The facts are quite clear, and even though
not necessarily agreeing with the JVP tactics
or policies, it is the duty of anyone making
a serious claim to be revolutionary to give
them unconditional support against the
repression. Yet the Chinese leadership came
down on the side of the bourgeois government,
and put its own diplomatic interests before the
interests of the revolution in Ceylon.

China delayed making her position public for
a while, causing some embarrassment to the
local Maoists here. Vanguard, the paper of
the CPA (M-L) came out in support of the
struggle:

"Armed Struggle In Ceylon.
The people of Ceylon have taken to arms
against the great tea plantation owners,
against exploitation.
There are people who say they should not
have done it or their policies are wrong
or some other lament.
But they did take to arms: they did get
mass support. We think it is all fine.
No doubt they will find the correct polit
ical guidance in the course of protracted
struggle.
Their efforts to date have revealed the
essential capitalist character of the "left"
:Mrs. Bandaranaike and the revisionist com
munists in her cabinet and their efforts
have revealed the coalescing of all react
ionary forces to put down rebellion by the
people." (Vanguard May 13, 1971)

Of course, its merely a question of embarr
assment for the local maoists in this case,
but for the revolutionaries and for Mao's
own supporters in Ceylon, its a little more
serious, often a question of life or death.
For example, Nagalingam Sanmugalthasan,
general secretary of the pro-Peking Ceylon

Communist Party, was jailed by the regime,
even though it is reported that his party did
not support the uprising. The Maoist press
ignored this, despite the fact that a fort
night previously on March 28 the Chinese
news service Hsinhua carried a message from
Sanmugathasan congratulating the Maoist
regime on its successful launching of a space
satellite.

The Maoist position was couched in no
uncertain terms when it was made public on
May 27. (The position would certainly have
been made clear l?rivately to the Bandaranaike
regime much earlIer - for example the Chin
ese ambassador paid her a visit on April 18,
and Hsinhua reported then as having "a
cordial and friendly talk"). As well as giving
full political support to the crushing of the
rebellion, the Chinese government granted
Bandaranaike a Rs 150 million interest - free
loan (about $26 million). The letter sent
by Chou En-lai sets out lucidly the position
of the Maoist regime on peaceful coexistence,
and is worth quoting fully. (This text is from
the June 3 Ceylon News. The letter was also
quoted in the Australian bourgeois press. )

"I am grateful to Your Excellency and the
Ceylon Government for your trust in the
Chinese Government and your friendly
sentiments towards the Chinese people.
"The friendship between China and Ceylon
is in the fundamental interests of the two
peoples and can stand tests. The Chinese
Government and people highly treasure the
friendship between our two countries and
no one with ulterior motives will ever suc
ceed in trying to sow discord and sabotage 19
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our friendly relations ..
"Following Chairman Mao Tse-tung's teach
ing, the Chinese people have all along opp
osed ultra 'left' and right opportunism in
their protracted revolutionary struggles.
"Weare glad to see that thanks to the efforts
of Your Excellency and the Ceylon Govern
ment, the chaotic situation created by a
handful of persons who style themselves
'Guevarists' and into whose ranks foreign
spies have sneaked has been brought under
control.
"We believe that as a result of Your Excell
ency's leadership and the co-operation and
support of the Ceylonese people these acts
of rebellion plotted by reactionaries at home
and abroad for the purpose of undermining
the interests of the Ceylonese people are
bound to fail.
"We fully agree to the correct position of
defending state sovereignty and guarding
against foreign interference as referred to by
Your Excellency. The Chinese Government
and people admire this and firmly support
Ceylon in her just struggle towards this end.
"As Your Excellency is deeply aware the
Chinese Government has consistently abided
by the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexis
tence, has never interfered in the internal
affairs of other countries, and is also firmly
opposed to any country interfering in
other countries'internal affairs, and part
icularly to foreign reactionaries taking
advantage of the opportunity to carry out
armed intervention.
"I would like once again to reaffirm this
unshakable stand of the Chinese Govern
ment.
"In the interests of the friendship between
China and Ceylon and in consideration of
the needs of the Ceylon Government the
Chinese Government in compliance with
the request of the Ceylon Government,
agrees to provide it with a long-term inter
est free loan of 150 million rupees in con
vertible foreign exchange.
"We would like to hear any views which
Your Excellency might have on this matter.
"We are prepared to deliver a portion of
the loan in May and sign a document on it.
"As for other material assistance, please
let us know if it is needed. "

Is further evidence required that the Chinese
leadership puts its own national bureacratic

interests before the interests of the revolution
than this? As for the "Guevarist" label on
the ]VP, that is not their own. The Bandar
anaike government applied the term to them
in its propaganda. If anything, the ]VP had
previously been considered to have slightly
Maoist tendencies. It's certain their opinion
of the Maoist regime will be somewhat alt
ered by recent events.

However, more was yet to come. Not satis
fied with just political and financial support
to the Bandaranaike regime and its massacres,
the Maoist regime has even offered specific
military support According to the June 24
Ceylon News, Mr. Chelliah Kumarasurier,
Bandaranaike's minister of posts and tele
communications read a letter in the Senate
from their ambassador in Peking concerning
a talk with Chou En-laL Chou branded the
"Che Guevara" movement as counterrevol
utionary and linked it with the CIA. The
letter went on:

"The Chinese Prime Minister had also
expressed regret that China was unable
to provide military aid to Ceylon as
Chinese ships carrying arms to Tanzania
had left Colombo before Ceylon's request
was made. Mr. Chou En-Iai had said
that China could give both financial and
military aid to the Ceylon government.

The Chinese Premier in conclusion had pro
mised wholehearted support to the Ceylon
Government, saying:

"Whom else can we support in Ceylon
except the Government of Mrs. Bandara
naike. "

Nixon
The third major 'shock' from China's foreign
policy in the space of a few months came with
the announcement by Nixon of his invitation to
visit Peking. Coming as soon as it did after
China's denunciation and active opposition to
the rebellions in Ceylon and BangIa Desh, it
could be construed by some that the diplom
atic recognition and detente acheived by the
planned visit was a direct reward for the earl
ier betrayals. However the detente with the
Nixon administration had been in the offing
for some time, and it would be more accurate

-,,'
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to regard Ceylon and BangIa Desh as merely
adding to Mao's diplomatic credentials, as
putting the final seal on them.

Mao's regime has always espoused the policy
of peaceful coexistence. What is new in the
situation is the changed attitude of the US
government, specifically Nixon's administra
tion. As early as November 26, 1968, even
before he was sworn into office as President,
China had put out feelers to Nixon concern-
ing the possibility of "peaceful coexistence".
An article by Joseph Hansen published in
Intercontinental Press of Dec. 16, 1968, is
headed "The Meaning of Mao's Bid to Nixon".
In it Hansen analyses the reaction of the US
Press and the possible reaction of the adminis
tration to a statement issued by the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of
China on Nov. 26, 1968. Hansen points out
the basic underlying consistency of China's
foreign policy, a policy of peaceful coexist
ence, inspite of the appearance of a pOSSible
180 degree turn from ultraleftism to opport
unism. In an interview given to Edgar Snow
in 1960, Chou En-lai stressed his government's
belief in "the five principles of peaceful co
existence", and maintained that they had
sought to practice peaceful coexistence with
the United States, but claimed that Washing
ton's aggressive stance had made this impossible.

With the coming of Nixon to the White House
the signals sent out from Washington for Pek
ing's benefit, in response to their Nov. 26
statement gradually changed. In mid 1969
Nixon started by easing some travel restrictions
to China. Mao responded more concretely
in Dec. 18, 1970 in a further interview with
Edgar Snow, published in the April 20 issue
of Life. Snow reported Mao's intentions as
folloWS:

" Should rightists like Nixon, who represented
the monopoly capitalists be permitted to
come (to China)? He should be welcomed
because, Mao explained, at present the pro
blems between China and the U. S. A. would
have to be solved with Nixon. Mao would
be happly to talk with him, either as a tour
ist or as President. "

Then on April 6 the US table tennis team was
invited to Peking. This was accompanied by
the lifting of restrictions on foreign reporters

allowed into China. Nixon responded on April
14 with a relaxation of the trade embargo on
"nonstrategic" goods, an easing of currency
restrictions and several related economic mea
sures.

The next move, was the report released by a
special presidential commission on April 26
advising that the US itself recommend China's
admission to the U. N. This commission had
been presided over by Henry Cabot Lodge, who
in his previous capacity as chief US represent
ative to the U. N. for eight years had vigour
ously manoevred to keep China out.

On June 10 Nixon finalised the relaxation of
the twenty-one year old embargo on trade
with China. More than 1,000 items were
placed on the list of approved exports. In
announcing the new trade regulations White
House press secretary Ronald Ziegler declared:

"President Nixon looks upon these measures
as a significant step to improve commun
ications with a land of 800 million people
after a 20 year freeze in our relationships.

"The President will later consider the poss
ibility of further steps in an effort to re
establish a broader relationship with a
country and.,a people having an important
role for future peace in Asia. "

"Peace in Asia", of course, means nothing
else but an imperialist peace, and Nixon
would have had excellent proof of Mao's cap
abilities in this direction by observing the
recent betrayals by the Chinese leadership
of the rebellions in Bengal and Ceylon. 21
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Thus it is clear that the changing relationship
of the US and China is not so much a sudden
shift of policy by the Mao regime, but a rea
ssessment by Nixon. For US imperialism, the
admission of China to the U. N. and the open
ing up of trade are not so much concessions as
gains. The policy of blockading China became
counterproductive long ago, and Wall Street
has had many reasons for wanting to shift to
a more flexible approach.

For China US recognition constitutes a substan
tial advantage. In the arena of world diplom
acy it means enhanced prestige and greater
weight. The economic gains will be consider
able, the most immediate being widened acc
ess to the world market and enhanced possibil
ities of obtaining badly needed materials.

The normalization of relations and the recog
nition of the Peoples Republic of China has
been a primary objective of revolutionaries
for over two decades. Previously the bitterest
foe of the Chinese Revolution, Nixon has been
forced to grant de facto recognition, referring
to "the Peoples Republic of China" instead of
his usual "Mainland China" or some such app
ellation. This recognition by itself is to be
welcomed by all revolutionary forces.

Unfortunately, it appears that this recognition
might have been bought at a rather high price.
The timing, coming immediately after the
betrayals in BangIa Desh and Ceylon, appears
to indicate that part of the deal might have
been an agreement by Mao to arrange a settle
ment of the Vietnam War. This possibility
was suggested by most of the bourgeois press.
For example, on April 16, at the time of the
table tennis visit, the New York Times, re
presenting the most sophisticated section of
the US ruling-class wrote:

"One area of special interest to the United
States would be Peking's readiness to help
speed a negotiated settlement of the Viet
nam war. Up to now the general view in
Washington has been that Moscow has sought
to persuade Hanoi toward greater flexibility
at Paris while Peking has argued obstinacy,
and even opposed the whole idea of negot
iations.
"Whatever the accuracy of this belief, Mao
Tse-tung or Chou En-Iai would gain enor
mous prestige in the West if they made

some move that visibly contributed to break
ing the deadlock. Is it too much, for
example, to hope that the Chinese many
propose enlargement of the Paris negotia
tions into a general Southeast Asia peace
conference on the lines of the 1954 Geneva
conference that permitted France to disen
gage from Vietnam?"

The hope expressed by the New York Times
soon turned into reality. Even while Kissinger
was in Peking on his secret visit, Gough
Whitlam in his briefing with Chou En-Iai,
was informed that the Mao government was
willing to participate in a new Geneva con
ference The information was relayed to
McMahon, and via the Australian embassy
in Washington to the State Department on
July 14.

For the Vietnamese people, the prospect of
another Geneva must be extremely disturbing.
At the Geneva Conference in 1954, when
Nixon was vice president under Eisenhower,
the Maoists joined the Soviet government in
pressuring the Vietnamese to accept the settle
ment cooked up by the Americans and the
French that led to the division of Vietnam
and laid the groundwork for the US interven
tion.

The official reaction of North Vietnam to
Nixon's trip expressed their fear in a guarded
manner. An editorial in the North Vietnam
ese Communist Party newspaper Nhan Dan
said in part that Mr. Nixon's policy "consists

of trying to acheive a compromise between
the big powers in an attempt to make smaller
countries bow to their arrangement.
"But the time when the imperialists could
bully a smaller country has also ended for
good.
"President Nixon has been running about
widely in search of a way out. But he has
gone to the wrong place: the exit door has
been opened, yet he has tumbled into an
impasse. "

Any realistic assessment however, must recog
nise that the Chinese do have the means to
pressure the Vietnamese into accepting a com
promise, as in 1954. Whether they succeed in
this remains to be seen. The counterrevolut
ionary effects of Mao's invitation to Nixon were
nonetheless immediately apparent.
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The massive demonstrations in the United States
had succeeded in putting tremendous pressure
on Nixon to withdraw US forces immediately.
The mass opposition to the war was overwhelm
ing, and even inside the ruling circles there
was increasing sentiment for immediate with
drawal. Nixon seemed to have no further
excuses, no further retreat. His salvation came
in the invitation to visit Peking, giving him
10 months respite. He has an excuse for pro
longing the war at least till then.

OtherAllies
The manoevring behind the scenes to
arrange Kissinger's secret trip to Peking
involved the Yahya Khan dictatorship in
Pakistan, of course, but it also involved
the French Foreign Ministry and Ruman-
ian President Nicolae Ceausescu. In June
Ceausescu was given a triumphal recep-

tion in Peking. Yet until recently Mao
had described Rumania, along with the
Soviet Union and other East European
countries (Albania excepted), as "social
imperialist" states where capitalism had
been restored. Sometimes even the word
"fascist" was used. Previously, according
to Mao, there were two "socialist" coun
tries - China and Albania. Now there is
one more - Rumania.

Thus it seems that, as well as all sorts of
minor miracles, Mao's word alone is also
able to change a country from capitalism
to socialism! The workers of the world
would surely be spared years of struggle
and hardship if Chairman Mao would just
pronounce the magic words for the rest of
the world.

The Mao regime's search for diplomatic
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allies in recent months has not only impelled
them to flourish their policy of peaceful
coexistence with capitalism. The enthus
iastic reception given to the Shah of Iran's
sister in China from April 14 - 19 indicated
they were set on a policy of peaceful co
existence with Feudalism as well. Hsinhua
reported:

"Her Royal Highness Princess Ashraf
Pahlevi sister of his Majesty Mohammed
Reza Pahlevi, the Shahanshah of Iran,
arrived here by special plane today for a
friendly visit, at the invitation of the
Chinese Government .•.•....•..•....
"The distinguised Iranian guests were
given a warm welcome at the airport.
Children presented bouquets to the prin
cess. "

At a banquet held in her honour Chou En
lai toasted the health of the Shah, and as
an old hand at discovering "progressive"
features in bourgeois dictators like the Pak
istani butcher Yahya Khan, Chou had no
trouble in recognizing that the shah was in
the vanguard of the struggle against imper
ialism. In his speech at the banquet, Chou
stated:

" ... the Chinese people have always foll
owed with interest and attention the Iran
ian people's efforts in their struggle against
foreign aggression and for national con
struction. II

Chou refrained from mentioning whether
they'd been following with interest and att
ention the political repression inside Iran,
where political prisoners are executed after
secret trials. Nor did Chou mention the
thirteen pro-Chinese Communists shot by a
firing squad in Teheran on March 17. But
of course these matters are subordinate to
Peking's diplomatic goals.

Thus in Indonesia, Ceylon, the US, Pakis
tan, Rumania, Iran - the consistent policy
of the Chinese bureaucracy becomes more
apparent day by day. They are quite will
ing to repudiate revolutionary movements
abroad if it serves their own narrow nation
al diplomatic interests. In many cases it
is clear they will actively work against a
revolutionary movement for these same
interests The extent to which they will
go usually depends on how important they
judge their strategic interests in that part
icular country to be. Above all, they will
oppose any movement that is likely to pose
a threat to their own position of power and
privilege by arousing the consciousness of
the Chinese masses. These are the same
considerations that motivate the Soviet bur
eaucracy. Their foreign policy is consist
ently a policy of peaceful coexistence,
having its basis in the bureaucracies own
interests, not the interests of the workers of
the country or of the world.
Inspite of the lip-service that the Stalinist
bureaucracies pay to the ideal of socialist
revolution, their conscious practice shows
their actual counterrevolutionary role.

Mao and the Maoists
Apart from the terrible setbacks to the world
revolution and the individual loss of life '
resulting from Mao's policies in countries
like Indonesia, Bengal and Ceylon, there is
an additional tragic consequence in the ad
vanced capitalist countries like Australia.
In these countries, in the first stages of the
tremendous radicalization that is now occurr
ing, many young people were initially att
racted to Maoist groups by their ultraleft
rhetoric at the time and the prestige of a
worker's state to back them up.

It is becoming increasingly apparent now of
course, that these groups can be quite eas
ily left in the lurch if it suits Mao's diplom
acy. In Australia, for example, Chou's
statement to Whitlam that China would
like to see the ALP in power has proved em
barrassing to the local Maoists, as did the
upsurge in Ceylon, which they supported
before ascertaining China's stand. In West
Bengal, the Pro-Peking Naxalite Movement
is reported to have initially supported the
liberation movement in BangIa Desh. Later
reports indicate they are now toeing the line
but with confusion and division in their ranks.

The unfortunate fact is that many sincere
young people will be lost completely to the
revolutionary movement through this process.
Some will be disillusioned and drop out of
politics altogether. Some will be able to
adapt and become complete tools of China's
foreign policy and adjust to each turn like
any old Stalinist. Some will be able to
break this link with China over their worst
betrayals, but will still retain their basic
Stalinist policies. An example of this type
of evolution is the Progressive Labor Party
in America, which broke with China over
Bangia Desh, but retained the ultraleft
rhetoric of the period. A further possibil
ity, though less likely is a break with the
Peking regime while retaining most Stalin
ist political conceptions, yet evolving in
a rightward liberal direction. This occur
red with the Communist Party of Australia,
which broke with Moscow after the invas
ion of Czechoslovakia. Their reaction to
the Nixon visit was to welcome Mao's return
to the policy of peaceful coexistence; to
hail it as likely to bring a settlement in
Vietnam. (See Tribune, July 21st. )

Finally, it is to be hoped that some who
had previously relied on Mao as their helms_
man will be prompted to make a thorough'
analyses of peaceful coexistence and Stalin
ism. Anything less is a blind alley, and
there are too many potentialities in this
period of radicalization for people to remain
aloof from the real struggle because of mis
placed past allegiances. Hopefully many
former Maoists will be able to playa useful
role in the revolutionary movement in the
future.



Revolutionary
Education

Judith Conway
In recent years, the left-wing movement in
Australia has produced a number of groups
of radical educationalists, who have been
concerned with producing Marxist analyses
of the education system. Such critiques
have invariably reflected the overall ideo
logy of the groups who have produced them.

The Victorian left has recently seen the em
ergence of a 'Socialist Teachers' organisa
tion. Accordingly, its first draft program
reflected the neo- Stalinist ideology of the
group which predominates in the organisa
tion. It contained such statements as:

It must be stated frankly that socialism
requires forcing dissident people to build
for a co- operative society.
So the question involved is not: Is dis
cipline good or bad? but rather: What
should discipline serve? .
What can be said about the motives of
teachers when they discipline? Certainly
it is wrong to dismiss them as lackeys of
the capitalist system. No teacher can
exist as a viable force without employing
a certain amount of discipline and repress
ion.

What follows are tentative notes towards a
genuine Marxist critique with particular
reference to the educational practices of
the Bolsheviks in the period 1917-24.

The following criteria should be regarded as
important in measuring the relative success
of any education system from a Marxist
viewpoint:

Child-Centred
Education in Australia is almost totally tea
cher-centred, not only in the sense that
<:ourse content, disciplinary principles, etc.
are almost totally determined by teachers,
but in the sense that the basic premises of
education are based on an adult concept of
'what is good for the child'-;wnat the child
should be, and are concerned to shape him/
her accordingly. John Dewey1 articulates
it better than I could: 'Schools.....
take the accumulated learning of adults,
material that is quite unrelated to growth,
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and try to force it upon children, instead of
finding out what these children need as they
go along.'

Similarly, in' The School 1'd Like', edited
by Edward Blishen 2, children express their
feelings about the unnaturalness of the adult
-centred universe that is their school.

This principle is crucial to socialist educa
tionalists. Groups like the one quoted above
have retained the traditional teacher-cen
tred approach, usually seeing 'teachers rig
hts' as of paramQunt importance, as being
antithetical to children's rights. In const
ructing an ideological program for socialist
teachers this question is key, for if the ed
ucation program is child-centred, the most
important role of the socialist teacher in
pre-revolutionary society (in terms of chan
~ in the schools), is to support children's
struggles.

Co..educational
The place of women in society is a measure
of the social enlightenment of that society.
In backward, superstition-ridden countries
women are held in a blatantly inferior pos
ition. In such countries, only middle class
women receive any education at all. In
developed Western societies there is still
a widely-held belief that child-bearing,
child-rearing and domestic duties are the
primary task of women, thus there is no po
int in educating women •

Where this belief prevails, education systems
traditionally:

i) retain courses which define male/female
roles, e. g. boys do woodwork while girls do
cookery or 'home economics'. Even at the
higher academic level, girls traditionally do

arts while boys do sciences.
ii) retain segregated schools. Not only are

there male technical schools where boys are
trained for trades and domestic schools where
girls learn to be 'good wives and mothers'!
or 'nice young ladies', but some high schools
within this state remain segregated.

In the best of the schools Dewey describes in
'Schoo"Ts'""O!' Tommorow; 4 girls and boys learnt
cooKing and carpentry together, just as
they did English and Geography. Dewey's
attitudes in this regard were not, however,
fully enlightened. In the Soviet Union in
1917, there was an advanced consciousness
of the plight of women in society, and diff
erences in the education system based on
sexual discrimination were quickly elimin
ated.5

Comprehensive
The euphemism 'specialised' education, in
Victoria at least, means in practice the diff
erence between an academic education
geared towards middle-class success and voc
ation and a 'technical' education usually
aimed at fitting working-class children for
industry. There are exceptions, where 'st
reamed' schools (e. g. University High) do
provide opportunities for working-class chi
ldren who have proven themselves academ
ically to further their academic studies.
But on the whole, specialisation tends to
have a stunting or retarding effect.in that
it closes all horizons - it restricts children
to commercial courses or trade courses or
domestic courses. And the obvious quest
ion that arises with schools like University
High is why can't every child have such opp
ortunities and why should it depend on a
child having to prove him/herself academ
ically?

No Corporal
Punishment
The absence of physical methods of punish
ment is no guarantee of the absence of the
abuse of pedagogic authority. However,
that one should need to argue in 1971 again
st the use of physical violence and bullying
of children seems bizarre. I have argued
that a recognition of the basic human rights
and dignity of the child should be the cent
re-pin of an education system. The use of
physical violence based on a superior pos
ition of authority stands in total contradic
tion to this view, and indeed, is a vestige
of the nineteenth century.

Early Soviet education mnst be seen in the
context of immediate post-revolutionary
Russian society - on the one hand, the ma
mmoth physical hardships caused by the
civil war, famine and the whole task of
building an industrial society, and on the
other, the great cultural renaissance of the
early years: it was a period of wild exper-



imentation and artistic freedom. The hig
est achievements of European culture were
reflected in the time - the Futurist school
of artists experimented in typography, arc
hitecture, and designed workers' clubs. Lu
nacharsky, Commissar for Education, spon
sored Picasso's works in Russia, trains carr
ying agit-prop theatre groups toured the
countryside, Chagall was appointed direct
or of the Academy of Art atVitebsk, while
Isadora Duncan taught creative dancing to
the children of peasants and workers.

To understand this period and how Dewey's
idea came to be implemented, one must
understand, too, the sharp political distin
ction between the Proletcult which Lenin
fought against in his time, and which, on
his death was adopted by Stalin, and the
cultural educational policy of Lenin and the
Bolsheviks. The adherents of the Proletkult
believed that all that culturally preceded
the proletarian revolution, because it be
longed to the bourgeois epoch, was counter
revolutionary. Lenin, on the contrary, arg
ued that the revolution should utilise the
greatest achievments of bourgeois culture,
that these were in fact the heritage of the
revolution.

Issac Deutscher describes the task Lunarch
arsky set himself:
'The revolution had to take over the 'cult
ural heritage' of the past, to preserve it,
to make it accessible to the masses as it had
never been before, to educate them and dev
elop them culturally; to bring the socialist
spirit into the work of education, to exper
iment and innovate'. 6

And in relation to education:
'He reformed the teaching methods in a pro
gressive, libertarian spirit, putting into eff
ect Marxist concepts and frankly borrowing
from advanced 'bourgeois' thinkers'. 7

Krupskaya, Lenin's wife, also played a lead
ing role in formulating educational policy.
She saw the aims of Soviet education thus:
'Education will remain a class privilege of
the bourgeoisie until the aims of the school
are changed. The population is interested
in having a single aim in primary, secondary
and higher education: that is, the training
of many-sided men with conscious and org
anised social instincts, having a well-ela
borated consistent ideology. They should
clearly understand the natural and social
life around them. They should be ready
for any work, manual or intellectual. They
should be able to build up a rational, bea
utiful, joyful social life. '

How many education systems today, or in
the past, would see the aims of education
in terms of words like 'joyful' 'beautiful'
'experiment' or 'innovate'?

It was in this background, then, that the
ideas of progressive educationalists like Dew-

ey, and schemes like the Dalton plan, of
Helen Parkhurst, were applied in the Sov
iet Union.

Official policy called for 'free', 'compul
sory', 'general and polytechnical educat
ion (familiarising the student with the the
oretical and practical aspects of the most
important fields of production) for all chi
ldren of both sexes up to the age of sixteen;
training of children to be closely integra
ted with socially productive work'. The
underlying rationale was for universal, "hu
manitarian education, with a scientific
utilitarian base. Education waS closely
tied to productive labour, and this was key
to the Soviets' use of Dewey's ideas, but
not in the sense that we know it - i. e. ,
not in a narrow vocational sense. In fact,
after Stalin's reversal of Lunarcharsky's
radical education policies, when the mil
itarist and disciplinarian A. S. Makarenko
came into! favour, Makarenko coriiplained
of the 'uselessness' of the 'labour educat
ion idea':
'I can brush away the statements about 'la
bour education', which has no production,
nO collective work, and which produces
so-called 'labour training' by individual
efforts at school'. 10

In Lunarcharsky's revolutionary Commiss
ariat, Tolstoy's ideas of free education
and the 'labour school' were combined
with Dewey's similar ideas of labour educa
tion, emanating from a 'life situation':
'Knowledge that is worthy of being called
knowledge, training of the intellect that
is sure to amount to anything, is obtained
only by participating intimately and activ
ely in activities of social life . • • • • .'
(the school must provide) 'a genuine form
of active community life, instead of a
place set apart to learn lessons. For when
the schools depart from ~e educational
conditions effective in the out-of-school
environment, they necessarily substitute a
bookish, a pseudo-intellectual spirit for a
social spirit. Children doubtless go to sch
ool to learn, but it is yet to be proved that
learning occurs most adequately when it is
made a separate conscious business. When
treating it as a business of this sort tends to 27
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'All the features of Russian secondary scho
ols, against which the radical Russian edu
cators fought for so long, were restored.
Uniforms, pupil's tickets, strict discipline,
examinations and academic degrees all
came back, and restored the old Russian
school to the detriment of life of the state. '13

As remarked earlier, the Soviet system of
education was entirely co-educational. To
quote Grant:

'In the atmosphere of female emancipation
after the revolution, segregation would have
been regarded as reactionary and therefore
unthinkable.' 13

In fact, from 1924 onwards, after Lenin's
death, counter-revolution set in in the educa
tion system. Krupskaya and Lunarcharsky
lost their influence, and TolstOy-an ideas
were declared unMarxist and contrary to
Soviet policy:

Adherents of this system of child-centred
education in the Soviet Union were known
as the pedagogical school of thinkers.

In 1943, under Stalin, however, segregat
ion was re-introduced, a decision which was
reversed in 1954.

This period saw the rise of A. S. Makarenko,
an 'educationalist' whose views had been
unacceptable to the early Bolsheviks, and
who had long fought against the 'pedolog-
ists' in the Lunarcharsky Commissariat. Mak

Tolstoy was totally libertarian in his approa- arenko's educational ideas, which prevail
ch to education, and his influence on the to this day in the Soviet Union, mainly con-
Soviet system must have been considerable, sisted in a militaristic, disciplinarian app-
in that two former Tolstoyans - S. T. Shat- lication of the Protestant Ethic. He decl-
sky and p. P. Blonsky - held influential pos- ared that Lunarcharsky's ideas had fostered
itions in the Education Commissariat. The 'bourgeois individualism' and proceeded to
essence of Tolstoy's system was complete institute disciplinary systems based on pun-
and utter freedom. In the school he found- ishment and reward, introduced military
ed at Yasnaya Polyana in 1859, there was terminology and discipline - his pupils had
no compulsion whatsoever: the pupil always rifles, did sentry duty and marched in mil-
had the right not to go to school, and even itary formation. 'Respect for the flag is
when in school, not to listen to the teacher. the greatest means of training in the sch-
'No homework is set them ..•. they are 001' •••• 'Discipline is freedom.' 14
not obliged to remember any lesson, nor Patriotism and 'Love of the Motherland'
any of yesterday's work. They are not tor- replaced socialist internationalist and un-
mented by thought of the impending lesson. '12 iversal humanitarian principles. .

The principle of children's self- govern
ment in schools, advocated by Tolstoy,
was accepted by Krupskaya and Lunarchar
sky. This idea also co-incided with Dew
ey's notion that all education must begin
with the child, exploiting and using the
child's instinctive need to explore the wor
ld , in other words, the child's innate cap
acity for learning and experimentation.
Although Tolstoy's and Dewey's ideas were
paramount, use was made of progressive
educational ideas like the Dalton plan,
which substituted laboratory methods of
learning for memorising and formal recit
ation. A laboratory set-up was maintained
for every subject taught in the school. Pup
ils spent as much time as was necessary to
gain sufficient knowledge and advancement
in their studies, independently of their fell
ow students, even if the search for knowled
ge led them out of the school. Individual
assignments followed children's interests,
developing an independent spirit of research.
Finished experiments were discussed and
shared upon completion.

preclude the social sense which comes from
sharing in an activity of common concern
and value, the effort at isolated intellectu
al learning contradicts its own aim • • •
Only by engaging in a joint activityj where
one person's use of material and tools is
consciously referred to the use other per
sons are making of their capacities and
appliances, is a social direction of disp
osition attained.' 11

28
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The betrayal of the socialist educational
principles of lunarcharsky and Krupskaya
and the dead hand of Makarenko and Stal
in remain on Soviet education today. Each
pupil is expected to memorise twenty' St
andard Rules for Pupils', which include
(Rule 3) 'To obey the instructions of the
school director and teachers without quest
ion.' Great emphasis is placed on so-cal
led 'moral' education which elevates the
virtues of the Protestant Ethic: obedience,
discipline, frugality, love of labour~
se love of Motherland, 'modesty', 'love
~studies'. like Australian children, Sov
iet children are now the victims of their
education system, instead of its initiators
and participants.
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Oil is an essential natural resource to the
functioning of advanced industrial society.
It is the main source of the energy that runs
industry and commerce. Of world energy,
only 2 per cent is supplied by hydro-electric
ity, 19 per cent by natural gas, 37 per cent
by coal and 42 per cent by oil. Further, the
use of coal has declined in proportion to the
use of natural gas and oil in recent years, so
that these 1968 figures are by no means
static, but are shifting more and more to the
predominance of oil. 1

To understand the significance of these
figures in the twentieth century history of
the Middle East and North Africa, it is
necessary first of all to consider the cen
tral importance of oil to world imperialism.

According to the figures already cited by
Business Week magazine during the Jordanian
crisis, Libya and the Middle East contain 76
per cent of the capitalist world'S reserves of
crude petroleum. The main oil-exporting

In Western Europe, the proportion of energy
supplied by oil is even higher. There, oil
supplies 440/0 of all energy. Oil supplies 570/0
of the energy consumed in Japan. 2

by Dick Roberts
The vast oil reserves that lie beneath the
deserts and the ocean floors of the Middle
East and North Africa constitute more than
three-quarters of the known reserves of
petroleum in the capitalist world. This
fact, of the utmost significance in deter
mining the policies of world imperialism
in this region, emerges on the financial
pages of the bourgeois press at times of
political crisis in the Middle East,

In its September 26, 1970, issue, as civil
war raged in Jordan, Business Week maga
zine reported that:

Only 3 per cent of the oil consumed in
the U. S. is from the Middle East, but the
American military forces in Europe and
the far East are dependent on Middle
Eastern and North African supplies, And
the sagging U. S. balance of payments is
bolstered by more than $1 billion in pro
fits remitted annually by oil companies
from operations in the region. Of the
free world's proven crude oil reserves of
480 billion barrels, 333 billion or 70 per
cent are in the Middle East. Libya has
another 35 billion - almost as much as
the U. S. , •• which has 39 billion, in
cluding Alaska.

Imperialism
ideast Oil
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countries of the Middle East are Iraq, Saudi
Arabia, the small sheikdoms of Kuwait, Bah
rein, Quatar, the Trucial States and Oman
and Iran.

In 1968, North Africa and the Middle East
supplied 68.1 per cent of the world's oil exp
orts (including those of Communist nations). 3
This region accounted for 90 per cent of the
oil consumption in Japan; 70 per cent of oil
consumption in Britain; 80 per cent in France;
90 per cent in West Germany; almost 95 per
cent in Italy. 4 These statistics spell out an
organic dependence of the advanced capital
ist nations of Western Europe and Japan on
Middle East and North African oil. Oil acc
ounts for almost half of all international sea
trade, in terms of tonnage. 5

Middle East and North African oil has further
"advantages" : ". • • this oil lies near the
coast in favorable geographic and climatic
circumstances, " New York Times correspond
ent John M. Lee wrote from Beirut, January
2, 1971. "The Middle Eastern wells average
4,500 barrels of oil a day. Those in the Uni
ted States average 15~

Production costs are as low as six cents a
barrel for some Kuwait wells and range
only up to twenty cents for the Gulf area
generally. The U. S. cost is $1.75." One
contributing factor to the low cost of Mid
dle East oil is the low wages of the oil
workers, although they are high by compar
ison to the other wages in the same countr
ies. Mideast oil workers in the 1950s earn
ed $2.13 daily in Saudi Arabia; $1. 30
daily in Iran; $1.80 daily in Iraq; $1.79
daily in Kuwait; $.90 daily in Bahrein. 6

Oil is crucial for military endeavors. As
early as July 1914, the British parliament
heard Winston Chuchill, then First Lord of
the Admiralty, argue that the British Navy
must purchase the Anglo-Persian Oil Com
pany of Iran and that "we must become the
owners, or at any rate the controllers of the
source, of at least a proportion of the supply
of natural oil which we require." 7 The
British subsequently occupied Iran, as they
did again during the second world war, to
contro I the source of essential military fuels.
Today, as Business Week pointed out, the
Middle East supplies the oil of the U. S. mil
itary forces in Southeast Asia.

The critical value of oil to modern industry
(including the war" industry") gives the oil
monopolies a central position in the econo
mies of the advanced capitalist nations. In
turn, the oil industry itself is highly centra
lized. Seventy per cent of world oil prod
uction and about 50 per cent of world oil
refining is owned by only seven corporations.
This mighty international petroleum cartel
is the world's most powerful capitalist com
bine. Of "the seven, " five are owned by
Americans: Standard Oil of California,
Standard Oil (N.J.), Texaco, Gulf Oil,
& Mobil Oil.One is British, jointly owned
by the government and private interests,
British Petroleum. One is jointly owned by
Britain (40 per cent) and Holland (60 per cent),
Royal Dutch Shell.

The relative positions of "the seven" in their
respective economies is revealing. Ranked
in terms of asset value, Standard Oil is the
biggest U. S. corporation; Texaco is third;
Gulf, fifth; Mobil, seventh; Standard of
California, tenth. Outside the U. S., Royal
Dutch Shell is the biggest and British Petro~

leum the second biggest corporation, in terms
of assets. The combined assets of the seven
in 1969 totaled $69.5 billion. 9

These seven multinational corporations own
most of Middle East oil through a series of
concessions, secret agreements and a network
of consortiums. Some of these agreements
date back to the early part of the century;
they have been modified and renegotiated
with each new discovery of oil and each shift
in the balance of power between the various
imperialist states and between the imperialist
states as a whole and the oil-producing states.

In Iraq, for example, the Iraq Petroleum Com
pany is jointly owned by British Petroleum (23.
75 per cent), Shell (23.75 per cent), Mobil
(11.875 per cent) and Standard Oil of New
Jersey (11.875 per cent), in combination with
the French Compagnie Francaise de Petroles
(CFP) (23.75 per cent). 10 It is not necess
ary to list all of the combinations. The total
U. S. share is 23. 75 per cent of Iraq oil, 40
per cent of Iran oil, 50 per cent of Kuwait oil,
75 per cent of Libya oil and 100 per cent of
Saudi Arabia oil. 11

The profits from these holdings still further ele
vate oil to a paramount position in the world
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capitalist economy. In The Political Economy
of International Oil (1969), Michael Tanzer
writes:

Of the total direct United States overseas
investment with a book value of $55 bill
ion at the end of 1966, petroleum acc
ounted for 30 per cent. Even more imp
ortant for the underdeveloped countries,
petroleum investment comprised about 40
per cent of all U. S. direct investment.
The significance of this overseas petrol
eum investment to the U. S. economy is
enhanced by the fact that it is relatively
more profitable: earnings on petroleum
investment accounted for 60 per cent of
all U. S. earnings in underdeveloped coun
tries. In 1965 the return on United States
petroleum investment in underdeveloped
countries averaged around 20 per cent,
with a high of 55 per cent in the Middle
East. 12

A 55 per cent return on investment? The
stark statistics of the exploitation of the Arab
peoples glitter in the eyes of the oil barons
like the Tales of the Arabian Nights~ J. E.
Hartshorn wrote in 1962: "A U. S. Dept. of
Commerce survey of American investment
abroad, in mid-1961, put the book value of
capital investment in the Middle East for
1960 at $1,195, 000, 000, the turnover of
these businesses at $1,745, 000, 000 and their
profits after tax at $610, 000, 000 - a rate
of return of about 50 per cent. 13

The torrent of dollars that has flowed from
Middle East oil holdings was described by
Charles Issawi and Mohammed Yeganeh:

When we summarize the financial results
of petroleum operations in the former
area (Middle East) from their establish
ment at the turn of the century until 1960,
it is estimated that the gross receipts of
oil companies • • , • amounted, approx
imately, to $32.1 billion. After deduct
ing, from these gross receipts, an estim
ated amount of $5.9 billion for costs of
operations, the industry's gross income •
is estimated at $26.2 billion. • • • Of
this gross income, a sum of $9.9 billion
was paid to these governments as royal
ties, rents, taxes, and share in profits ••
the oil companies reinvested about $1,7
billion of their net income in the expan-

sion of the region's oil industry, and trans
ferred the remaining $14.6 billion abroad.
14

Since 1960, the flow of oil profits from the
Middle East has steadily increased.

Because of the predominance of the U. S.
corporations in the world oil market, their
immense w.ealth and pivotal position in the
American economy, it should not be surpris
ing to find that they command strategic dec
ision-making posts on all levels of the Amer
ican government.

At the peak of the oil pyramid are two of the
most powerful ruling-class families in the
world, and the enormous industrial-financial
empires beholden to them: the Mellons and
the Rockefellers. Of the five international
U. S. majOl:$, the Rockefellers own controll
ing interests in three of them: Mobil, Stand
ard of New Jersey and Standard of California.
In The Rich and the Super- Rich, Ferdinand
Lundberg estimated the 1964 closing market
value of the Rockefeller holdings in these 3
corporations at over $3 billion. 15 (This is
not to speak of the other major bulwarks of
the Rockefeller empire like the Chase Manh
attan Bank, Consolidated Oil, Ohio Oil, Stan
ard Oil of Indiana, etc.) The Mellons own
70 per cent of the outstanding shares of Gulf
Oil, which lundberg calculated to have a
1964 value of over $4 billion. (And this
omits the Mellons' banking interests, con
trolling holdings in the Aluminum Corp
oration of America, Allis-Chalmers, Beth
lehem· Steel, etc.)

In these four multinational oil corporations
which they control, the holdings of the Rock
fellers and Mellons exceed $7 billion. This
figure is roughly equal to the total of the
yearly Gross National Products of Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria and
the Yemen.

The oil trusts, as Robert Engler has carefully
demonstrated in 'The Politics of Oil (1961),
have world-wide apparatuses whose relation
ships with the governments of nations are
conducted through a multitude of channels
on the local, state, federal and internation
al arena. 16 One common denominator to
these channels is that they are impenetrable
to the public. When it is grasped that Stan- 33
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ard Oil of New Jersey has 275 subsidiaries in
52 countries and sells its products in over 100
nations, the magnitude of this apparatus can
be visualized. 17

Attempts to expose the operations of the
oil cartels, let alone limit them, have
been invariably stopped, either in Con
gressional committees, or in the state and
federal courts.

The oil industry's public appraisals of the
capitalist politicians in Washington are

typically condescending, in the manner
of an employer speaking of hired serv
ants. Of President John Kennedy, World
Petrolewn declared in September 1963:

The USA oil industry finds little to com
plain about in the Kennedy administra
tion. The president did ask changes in
the income tax depletion treatment for
oil production at home and abroad, to
add to oil's tax bill, but he could have
asked for more. And he did not fight
too hard when the House Ways and Means
Committee rejected most of what he
asked in the area ••• In addition, the
president has named few persons to high
government positions that the industry
objects to.

The same journal wrote of President Lyn
don Johnson in January 1964: "Lyndon
Baines Johnson, age 55, probably knows
more about oil and gas than any man ever
to serve as chief executive of the United
States, He has the interests of the industry
at heart, as shown many times during his
career of 31 years in political life in
Washington. 18

Two men conspicuously symbolized the
essential relations of the oil empires to
the U. S. government: Allen W. and John
Foster Dulles. In private business, both
were partners in the powerful Wall Street
law firm of Sullivan and Cromwell, the
major attorneys for Standard Oil of New
Jersey. In government, Allen Dulles
served as chief of the State Department's
Division of Near Eastern Affairs in the
19208; he became an outspoken advocate
of early entry of the United States in the
second world war for reasons, he said, of
"enlightened selfishness." During the

world war, Allen Dulles became head of
the Office of Strategic Services in Swit
zerland, the agency which was later to
help turn into the CIA. Dulles was'dir
ector of the CIA from 1953 to 1961. John
Foster's pernicious diplomatic role is more
well known and need not be recapitulated
here. Suffice it to say at this point that
as Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles
was the major architect of Washington's
present military, economic and political
policies in the Middle East.

Oil was first exported from Iran, in the
first decade of this cenmy. The giant
Adaban refinery, still the largest in the
world, had been constructed in Iran by
1912. Since that time oil exports from
the Middle East and North Africa have
steadily increased, as imperialism spread
its wells initially westward from Iran to
Iraq, then southward into Saudi Arabia and
to the other sheikdoms along the Persian
Gulf, into the Persian Gulf itself, and fin
ally westward again to Libya and Algeria.

The upward curve of oil profits is vividly
illustrated by the figureb tor Anglo-Persian,
which remained wholly under British con
trol until 1950. Anglo-Persian paid its
first dividends of 63,720 pounds in 1915
at a dividend rate of 8 per cent; this had
swollen to 3,112,529 pounds at 15 per
cent in 1928; 6,123,469 pounds at 20 per
cent in 1936; 33,102,572 pounds at 30
per cent in 1950, the year before Mossad
egh's nationalization of Anglo-Persian. 19

The first world war had resulted in the
balkanization of the old Ottoman Empire
into spheres of British and French military
occupation, at the expense of the Arabs
who had supported the Allied powers dur
ing the world war and expected independ
ence afterwards. Arab resistance to Brit
ish and French imperialism erupted during
the interwar period into strikes, demon
strations and guerrilla warfare.

The strategy of "pacification, " which tho:
French government had already employed
in its Morocco campaigns at the turn of
the century, was employed by French
and British armies alike: French bombers
and artillery were used against the civil
ians of Damascus in 1920, again from 1925
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-1927, and at the outbreak of the second
world war, as well as at its conclusion.
The British massacred an Iraq rebellion in
1920; RAF bombers were pounding the
nationalists in 1922 while Colonial Sec
retary Winston Churchill negotiated with
Faisal, later appointed monarch.

British suppression of the Palestine rebell
ion of 1936-1939 is a chapter in itself in
the history of the rise of Arab nationalism
and of the bac~ground of the Arab-Israeli
conflict.

All this time the imperialists were also
preoccupied with the "black gold" of Iraq
and the formation of a consortium to div
ide this precious spoil of the war. As
early as 1912, four groups were seeking
concessions in Mesopotamia: the German
Deutsche Bank; the British DI Arcy group
(which originated the oil exploration in
Iran even earlier); the Dutch-Anglo-Saxon
Oil Company; and an American group.
The British formed a "Turkish Petroleum
Company" to unite European interests
against U. S. penetration. Harvey O'Con
nor records that at the end of the first
world war:

Socony (now Mobil) reported bitterly
to the State Department that the Brit
ish were blocking the way of explora
ation parties. The commander in
Baghdad forbade Jersey to send its
scouts up the rivers to Mosul and Kir
kuk (in Iraq), and Socony's teams were
stalled in Palestine and Turkey, while
Royal Dutch and Anglo-Persian were
busy scurrying about. the deserts.
(President of Standard Oil of New Jersey,
Walter) Teagle came to the sad con
clusion that "British domination would
be a greater menace to New Jersey bus
iness than a German victory would have
been. "

It was not until 1928 that the "Red Line
Agreement" was reached, giving 23.75
per cent of Iraq oil to U. S. interests, the
share that might under other circumstan
ces have gone. to the German Deutsche
Bank.

In London, the U. S. ambassador ultim
ately wrangled a 50 per cent share of

Kuwait oil for Gulf Oil. The ambassador
was one of the owners of Gulf - Andrew
Mellon~

Oil exploration and development in Saud]
came later in Iran and Iraq. Ibn Saud
had granted concessions to American
firms as early as 1933. But the second
world war was needed to clinch the heg
emony of the mighty Arabian American
Oil Co. (Aramco) consortium in Saudi
Arabia (St~ndard of New Jersey 30 per
cent; Standard of California 30 per cent;
Texaco 30 per cent; Mobil 10 per cent).
This 100 per cent American-owned com
bine shifted the balance of Middle East
oil power to the United States. Harry
Magdoff gives the pertinent figures: In
1940, Britain controlled an estimated .72
per cent of Middle East oil reserves and
the U. S. an estimated 9.8 per cent. By
1967, the estimated British reserves had
fallen to 29. 3 per cent while those of the
U. S. had risen to 58.6 per cent. 21

Major oil policy questions during the war
were handled by the "Petroleum Industry
Council for National Defense" later to be
known as the Petroleum Industry War Cou
ncil. Directly under the control of the
oil trusts, this committee is typical of
the actual decision-making semigovern
ment agencies which determine domestic
and foreign policy. The PIWC came into
being again during the Suez crisis and
recently during the oil-price negotiations
in Teheran (under a new name). Most
people have never heard of it. Engler
writes: "Forty of the originally chosen
sixty-six members. • • were major oil
company executives and thirteen were oil
trade association presidents • • • At one
time in the life of the PIWC, thirty-nine
had been or were involved in federal anti
trust cases, with twenty-six of themhaving
drawn fines." 22 (Such theatrical pen
alties are no more annoying than a slap
on the wrist. )

The power of the U. S. imperialists to
stabilize their hold in Saudi Arabia invol
ved manipulation of Lend Lease. Initia
lly in the war, Lend Lease aid provided to
Britain had been channeled to Ibn Saud
with whom the British had treaty relations
dating back to the late 19208. But the 35
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heads of Standard of California and Texa
co exerted pressure on Roosevelt to shift
the Lend Lease so that it would go
directly from Washington to Saudi Arabia.
This pressure, coming to a head in
1943-1944, is the background of heated
exchanges between high-ranking diplomats.
James Forrestal of the U. S. Navy Depart
ment told James Byrnes in the State Dep
artment:" ••• the main thing is that
stock of oil is something that this country
damn well ought to have and we've lost,
in the last ninety days, a good deal of our
position with this Sheik - Eben Sihudo,
whatever his name is. • • The British
have now sent, under the guise of natura
lists to prevent a locust plague, have got
500 people in Saudi Arabia, for no other
reason than to see what the hell we are
doing and what we've got. " 23

Churchill wired Roosevelt: "There is
apprehension here that the United States
has a desire to deprive us of 0UI' oil assets
in the Middle East. • • " Roosevelt
retorted: "On the other hand, I am dis
turbed about the rumor that the British
wish to horn in on Saudi Arabian oil res
erves." Churchill wrote back to Roose
velt - and this is a unique document even
between heads of imperialist states:

Thank you very much for your assur
ances about no sheeps eyes at our oil
fields in Iran and Iraq. Let me recip
rocate by giving you fullest assurance
that we have no thought of trying to
horn in upon your interests or property
in Saudi Arabia. :My position in this as
in all matters is that Great Britain seeks
no advantage, territorial or otherwise,
as a result of the war. On the other
hand, she will not be deprived of any
thing which rightly belongs to her after
having given services to the good cause.

At the conclusion of the war, the occup
ation of northern Iran for a brief period by
Soviet troops resulted in a standoff of any
plans to intervene that Washington may
have had. The war therefore left Britain
with full control of Iranian oil, the 1928
agreement on Iraq still in effect and Wash
ington in control of the potentially most
valuable prize of all, the oil of Saudi
Arabia.

An idea of the wealth that was to flow
from Saudi Arabia to the American oil
imperialists is indicated by the amount
they paid to the Saudi Arabianmonarchy•
Abdul Aziz, a scion of the longtime mon
arch of that land, Ibn Saud, died in 1969.
The son had inherited the father's wealth.
The oil "income of $300 million a year
••• made him one of the world's richest
men • • • His personal household numb
ered about ten thousand. It was filled with
scores of slaves (the country's population
of six million includes a half-million
slaves) and concubines as well as members
of the huge royal family, courtiers, body
guards and pensioners on the King' scharity.
He had twenty-four palaces." 24

In a short time, however, events provided
Washington with a new opportunity to
advance the empire of U. S. oil in Iran.
On April 30, 1951, Mohammed Mossadegh
was appointed Premier of Iran. The foll
owing day he nationalized Britain's Anglo
Persian Oil Company.

Two years later Mossadegh was overthrown
and this attempt to gain control of Iran's
rich resource in order to better the horri
fying social conditions of the country
failed. Nationalization of oil interests
was not again attempted in the Middle
East until 1971, when the government of
Algeria took moves to increase its share
there - the ultimate results of which re
main to be seen.

Mossadegh's reformist .regime in Iran was
undermined from the beginning by the
international petroleum cartel, which
completely closed its marketing facilities
to Iranian oil. Even though Iran was the
biggest single exporter of petroleum at
the time, in the whole period between
1951 and 1953, Iran exported only 103,
000 tons of oil. That is less than it had
exported in a single day prior to nation
alization~ To successfully counter such
imperialist pressure required revolution
ary measures and the mobilization of the
Iranian masses, to take Iran out of the
orbit of world capitalism. Mossadegh had
no intentions of doing this.

No single oil-exportini underdeveloped
nation controls such a large share of the
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capitalist world's oil reserves that it can
single-handedly force concessions from
the cartel. Not only do the imperialists
continually press for new reserves, lest
the Iranian type boycott become a nec
essity again, but they manipulate the
production of oil from known sources to
hedge against possible emergencies.

For example, the estimated oil reserves
in Libya (a country whose regime is far
from "certain" in Washington's eye) are
about 35 billion barrels and the esti
mated reserves in Saudi Arabia are about
150 billion barrels. But present oil pro
duction in Libya is almost the same as in
Saudi Arabia. Oil is thus being pumped
out of Libya at a rate which could exh
aust her reserves in less than thirty years.
The corresponding figure for Saudi Arabia
gives Saudl Arabian reserves a "life exp
ectancy" of over a century. 25 And the
oil production in Libya is being acceler
ated at a frenetic rate.

From the outset of Mossadegh's access
ion to power, Britain attempted to per
suade Washington to intervene. The
State Department drew a hard bargain.
There were many rounds of negotiations.
Finally a new consortium was agreed
upon: Britain's share was reduced to
54 per cent (including British Petroleum,
which replaced Anglo-Persian, and
Shell); the U. S. gained 40 per cent
and France 6 per cent. On August 19,
1953, Mossadegh was toppled with the
aid of the CIA, bringing the Shah back
to power.

The January 31, 1969, New York Times
obituary of Allen Dulles attempted to
give this event a frolicsome cast:

Was there a chance, in 1953, to over
throw Mohammed Mossadegh as Prem
ier of Iran and restore to power Shah
Riza Pahlavi, a friend of the United
States? The CIA thought so. A crowd
chanting pro- Shah slogans and an att
ack by pro- Shah troops on the Prem
ier's palace came with well-planned
precision one night in August, and
soon the Shah was flying home from
Rome to set up a pro-Western regime.
.Mr. Dulles loved these adventures and

in carrying them out he placed supreme
confidence in his personal judgements.

Bahman Nirumand has counterposed the
impressions of a traveller in South Iran in
1961 to those of the Shah himself, who
has been showered with over $2 billion
worth of U. S. military and economic aid.
The traveller stated: "I have witnessed
appalling scenes of human misery. I have
seen children and young people, men and
women, slowly wasting away for lack of
medicines and food, because of hunger and
deprivation. I know of families who do not
leave their homes for months at a time be
cause they lack the barest essentials of
clothing. I know of children ski=y as
skeletons, who roll around in dirt for years,
naked as worms, and live on weeds and
rotten fish." 26

The Shah paints a different picture: "We
must not overlook the fact that our villages
already possess many attractive features;
the mere mention of a Persian village con
jures up in my mind peaceful, treelined
lanes, a stream flowing through the center
. . • old men resting, women chattering
and children playing. "

In July 1956 Gamal Abdel Nasser nation
alized the Suez Canal. In October Israel,
backed by Britain and France, launched
a military attack on Egypt. This was ult
imately blocked by United Nation's inter
vention resulting from agreement between
Washington and Moscow. An unpeaceful
truce hung over the Sinai peninsula for the
next decade, until Israel once again invad
ed and occupied the territory in June 1967.

The Suez events of 1956 marked a new
stage in the rise of Arab nationalism in the
Middle East. In 1954 the first Baathists
had been elected to parliament in Syria.
Nasser's attendance at the Peking-influ
enced Bandung conference of April 1955
was his first journey outside Egypt, the
Sudan and Palestine. In September 1955
Egypt reached an arms agreement with
Czechoslovakia. In 1956 a popular,-front'
government had come to power in Jordan,
and in October 1956, Jordan had entered
into a military pact with Egypt and Syria.
The reaction of the oil trusts toward the
emerging thrusts of Arab nationalism was 37
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predictable. Howard W. Page, a direct
or of Standard Oil of New Jersey, expl
ained the situation to the Chicago Exec
utives Club in November 1956, at the
height of the Suez crisis:

It is necessary to realize that every
thing which happens in this distant
region, so strange to us and so complex,
can affect the welfare of our country.
The importance of the Middle East
lies in the fact that it is the greatest
single reservoir of energy available to
supply the growing needs of the entire
Eastern Hemisphere outside the Iron
Curtain.

From his accession to power as Secretary
of State, John Foster Dulles had been busy
strengthening Washington's hold in the
Middle East. He toured the region in
1953 and began to construct with Britain
a series of military agreements with those
regimes which still swayed openly toward
imperialism. The Baghdad Pact of 1955,
built around the British stooge Nuri as
Said, Iraqi Foreign Minister, also inclu
ded Turkey (which had a nonaggression
pact with Israel), Iran and Pakistan. This
alliance was a link in the chain of bases
and military pacts surrounding the Soviet
Union and China. But the regimes in
vOlved clearly had domestic uses for the
arms of the imperialists as well.

There were other factors at work leading
to the Israeli- British - French attack on
the Suez which are not so well known. The
second world war had not settled the boun
daries between Saudi Arabia and the oil
rich sheikdoms around its edges of Muscat,
Oman and the Trucial Coast. Friction in
these areas was being encouraged by Wash
ington and London in the early 1950s - and
to this date, the region is far from "stab
ilized" for imperialism. 28 British imper
ialism viewed the oil of the coastal sheiks
as particularly vital, having lost all of
Saudi Arabian oil and nearly half the oil
in Iran. Washington wanted to undermine
British interests even further.

The former British Prime Minister, Anthony
Eden, wrote in his memoirs (1960) that
Eisenhower warned him in January 1956 that
Washington: "tended to think that the whole

Arabian peninsula belonged, or ought to be
long, to King Saud. Naturally we (Britain)
contested this, which took no account of
the continuous expansion of Saudi claims
ever since 1935. It also ignored the Yemen
and Muscat, the independent skeikdoms in
the Persian Gulf, and ourselves in Aden. It
certainly showed the dangers of oversimpli
fication." 29

Thus throughout the spring and summer
of 1956, as tensions heated between
Egypt and Israel, Washington was forc
ing London into a corIEr on the coastal
oil. Joseph Alsop presented the British
viewpoint inthe New York Herald Tri
bune on June 27: "it is amazing and
pretty terrifying to come home, and to
discover that the State Department's
chief parlor game seems to be smug
carping at the British policy in such pla
ces as Cyprus and Buraimi. What does
it matter if Britain's struggles to defend
her own jugular have become pretty con
vulsive, compared to the hard fact that
this same Britain also happens to be the
jugular of the United States?"

The Suez was seized one month later.
Dulles refused to intervene, seeing in
the crisis a chance to further weaken
both Britain and France in the Middle
East.

Dulles piously maintained in September:
"We do not intend to shoot our way thro
ugh . • • Each nation has to decide for
itself what action it will have to take to
defend and, if possible, realize its rights
which it believes it has as a matter of
treaty." Eden commented on this: "Such
cynicism towards allies destroys true part
nership. It leaves only the choice of part
ing, or a master and vassal relationship
in foreign policy. "

But that is just how it was to be. The UN
stopped the British- French- Israeli attack
after considerable damage was done to
Egypt. By March 1957 Israeli forces be
gan to withdraw from Sinai. And by then,
the Eisenhower-Dulles combination had
returned to a second term in the White
House.

During the elections - and the whole Suez
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crisis had taken place in the midst of
presidential elections - Eisenhower made
out that Washington's refusal to intervene
in the Suez had to do with "peaceful" and
"democratic" ideals. On January 5, 1957,
he asked Congress for permission in ad
vance "to undertake economic and mil
itary co-operation with nations in order
to assist in the strengthening and defense
of their independence."

Congress granted Eisenhower's request in
March. But before doing so, hearings
were held by joint sessions of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee 'and Comm
ittee on Armed Services, which cast a
revealing light on the main questions
involved. The senators heard four days
of testimony from John Foster Dulles.
The Secretary of State was emphatic:

The North Altantic Treaty Forces in
Europe and the Mediterranean fly on
Middle East oil. Their trucks, their
tanks, their vehicles move on Middle
East oil, and their ships operate with
Middle East oil. By land, sea and air,
motion is primarily dependent on such
oil. • • • if the Middle East should
fall under Communist control • • • if
the Middle East were lost, it would
carry with it the loss of Africa, at
least there is a high degree of proba
bility, and of course with that goes
a great many things, not only the
bases in North Africa but also ext
remely important raw materials which
are obtained from Africa. I think it
is no secret that a great deal of the
makings of our atomic weapons come
from Africa and, of course, large
amounts of copper.

Senator Homer E. Capehart of Indiana
asked Dulles: "Do you think the Amer
ican people realize at the moment what
it would mean to the economy of the
United States if those raw materials of
the Middle East are lost to the world?"
The Secretary of State replied: "No sir,
I don't believe that we have adequately
wakened up to that posibility. But, of
course, if the economy of Europe is lost
to us, the effect of that upon our own
economy would be catastrophic. "

The senators pressed for information on
the internal situations in the countries
which would receive U. S. aid. What
was the real or potential threat of "Com
munist subversion"? But in the entire
record of 959 pages of testimony, in
cluding not only Dulles' testimony but
that of the chief officers of the U. S.
military, every single reference to the
internal politics of a Middle East nation
is deleted from the public transcript.

Wayne Morse, who said that his mail
was running better than 90 per cent
against the proposed Eisenhower Doc
trine, asked: " ••• are we not,
under this resolution, once we build
up those Middle East countries, mili
tarily, putting Israel in a weakened
position. • • " Dulles correctly re
plied that the providing of weapons to
pro-imperialist Arab regimes would
benefit Israel most greatly in the long
run.

There were two immediate fruits of
the Eisenhower Doctrine. In Apri11957,
one month after congressional approval
of the resolution, Hussein launChed a
counterrevolution against the nationa
lists in the Jordanian government. Wide
spread strikes and demonstrations were
repressed by Hussein's troops. Wash
ington issued a statement declaring:
"the independence and integrity of
Jordan as vital to the national interest
of world peace." The mighty Sixth
Fleet with its guided missiles, nuclear
weapons and jet bombers was ordered
to the Eastern Mediterranean. Within
two years U. S. aid to Jordan reached
$70 million a year. And on July 15,
1958, U. S. marines were landed just
south of Beirut in Lebanon.

Lebanon, long before the hectic events
of the twentieth century erupted, had
been tied most closely to Europe. Its
prosperous cosmopolitan bourgeoisie had
been enriched by serving as middlemen
in the transit of goods destined for the
Near East. The French rulers after the
19208 bound the Beirut government all
the more closely to Europe by stirring
the Maronite Christians against Moslems.
As oil became dominant, Lebanese ports 39
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served as the Mediterranean destination
of the gre;at pipelines from Iraq and
Saudi Arabia.

But the formation of the United Arab Rep
ublic in February 1958 awakened anti
imperialist sentiment among the Lebanese,
especially with Nasser's invitation for Leb
anon to join the UAR. When the pro
imperialist Camille Sahmoun announced
he would stand for re-election, the situa
tion became explosive. The murder of a
Nasserite journalist, May 8, 1959, pro
voked a general strike against Shamoun
which then exploded into civil war.

Meanwhile in Iraq, Nuri's regime had
finally been toppled. Nuri moved to
send troops to assist the threatened gov
ernment in Beirut but the troops revolted
under Brigadier General Abdul Karim
Kassem, proclaiming a republic. A mas
sive upsurge of the population threatened
to go beyond the bounds of capitalism.
The U. S. marines landed in Lebanon the
following day and British troops landed
in Jordan, flown from Cyprus over Israel,
with the latter's permission.

These events demonstrated, lest there
was any doubt, that the Eisenhower Doc
trine was directed at stabilizing pro-imp
erialist regimes and quelling internal
rebellion in the Middle East as well as
at preventing further expansion of Soviet
influence in the area. The memo of a
private meeting that Dulles held with oil
executives at the time declared that "nat
ionalization of this kind of an asset (oil
properties in Iraq) impressed with interna
tional interest goes far beyond the com
pensation of shareholders alone and should
call for international intervention." 31

In the last decade, the mounting strength
of anticolonialism in the Middle East and
North Africa has coincided with a sharp
intensification of the internal economic
contradictions of world imperialism. An
important aspect of the general heighten
ing of international corporate competit
ion that has developed since the cooling
of the "European boom," the tendency to
ward stagnation in the British, French,
Italian and United States economies, has
been a marked exacerbation of the strugg-

Ie for control of oil resources and ma.:<ets,
above all the European market.

The last decade has seen a terrific battle
of the competing oil trusts to chop away
at "each other's" markets. It has resulted
in deep interpenetration of the U. S. and
European markets. It has intensified the
battle between the "domestic" U. S. oil
trusts and the five international majors
over tariff barriers, import quotas, prices
and tax subsidies. It has spurred a rediv
ision of known petroleum reserves, and
perhaps most noticeably - accelerated the
search for new reserves.

The last process has been punctuated by
the "oil rush" to the forbidding ice slopes
of Alaska; to Britain's North Sea; to
Nigeria (with the horrendous byproduct
of the Biafra secession and war); and to
the South China Sea off the coast of Indo
china, so that the oil leases granted by
the Saigon regime have become a further
inducement to the U. S. invasion of South
east Asia.

The knife of interimperialist rivalry over
oil is probably closest to the throat of Bri
tish imperialism. The earnings of Shell
and British Petroleum from their foreign
holdings are the main counterweight to
the big trade deficits Britain has more
and more encountered. Estimating Shell
and BP earnings over the ten-year period
of 1955-1964 at $6 billion, Michael Tan
zer writes:

Great Britain's total reserves of gold
and foreign exchange have in recent
years ranged between $2 billion and
$4 billion, so that the $6 billion con
tributed by the overseas investment
••• is far greater than her total res
erve position. Any doubts about oil's
crucial impact on Britain's precarious
monetary position must have been res
olved by the close temporal proximity
between the closing of the Suez canal
in June 1967 and the devaluation
of the British pound in Novemer 1967;
the latter was widely recognized as
being partly triggered by the big jump
in oil import costs stemming from the
former.
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was

And it should be added that the "big jump
of import costs" largely originated in the
executive offices of the U. S. firms which,
as in 1957 and as today with the new round
of oil negotiations, always find in a Mid
dle East crisis pretexts for raising the price
of European oil.

Paris and Rome have their own interests
to protect. Since 1956-1957, Italy's
giant Ente Nazionali Idrocarburi (EN!)
has played an important role in the Mid
dle East. It was EN!' s effort to obtain
oil concessions in Iran by offering the
Shah better terms than the "traditional"
50-50 profit split that set into motion
the recent process of upward readjustment
of payments of the oil corporations to
the Mideast governments.

France's CFP manoeuvred to increase its
share of Iraq oil beginning in 1967. More
recently Paris undertook to establish spec
ial relations with Algeria and Libya. Al
geria's recent moves to increase its share
of the oil leaves the outcome of these
relations far from certain at the time of
writing. But it should be noted that Pom
pidou's sale of Mirage jets to Libya is
explicable when the realities of compet
ition for oil are taken into consideration.

Further, the "domestic" U. S. oil indus
tries are also more and more entering
into the battle for European markets and
Middle East oil. This is yet another as
pect of the intense pressures generated
by a glutted U. S. oil market. The main
U. S. contenders in Libya are not among
"the five." They are Occidental Petro
leum of California and Nelson Bunker
Hunt of Dallas.

The relentless march of the U. S. oil tru
sts to strengthen their hold on European
refining and marketing facilities com
pletes this picture:

American firms control one-third of
the refining capacity in the EEC.
Their share increased from 26 per cent
in 1964 to over 33 per cent at the beg
inning of 1970. In France, the Amer
ican share in the refining capacity is
only (sic) around 20 per cent. In Italy
it increased from 23 to 28 pel' cent

within five years. In the German Fed
eral Republic, the share rose from 31
to 38 per cent due mainly to the take
over of DEA by Texaco. During recent
years, the American expansion was
strongest in the Benelux countries. In
Belgium, the U. S. share increased from
only 17 per cent in 1964 to around 45 pel'
cent in 1970. In the Netherlands it rose
from somewhat less than 40 per cent to
nearly 55 per cent. • • The American
refining capacities have reached a share
of 43 per cent in Great Britain. 33

The more acute is the battle among them
for domination of Europe, the more closely
are the imperialists - on both sides of the
Atlantic - tied to the oil of North Africa
and the Middle East. This is the main
source of oil for Europe.

For seven decades the imperialists have bat
tled ferociously among themselves and aga
inst the peoples of the Middle East and North
Africa for the precious petroleum of this reg
ion. The struggle of the Arab and Iranian
peoples to win this resource for the develop
ment of their economies inevitably runs up
against the same interests that misrule the
United States. The Arab and Iranian rev
olutions, and all those forces standing up
against the monopolists and militarists in
this country, have a common enemy and a
common cause.
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The family functions as a possessor and impro
ver of homes/property as well as an ideal con
sumer unit. The desire to improve the home
and to stock it with appliances and comforts
is one of the constant preoccupations of the
family. Even though more homes are rented
than are owned, capitalists prefer families
as tenants because their attendant responsib
ilities trap them into acceding to a landlord's
demands.

(2) The family provides the cultural and
psychological basis for the virtual ownership
and control of people • • • wife by husband,
child by parent. While the lot of all its
members is ultimately controlled by the rul
ing-class.

Families are selfishly located on themselves
and their kin's concerns. Women 'live through'
their husbands' and children's lives outside the
home and 'bringing up children' is made to
substitute for real, expanded, socially useful
activity by frustrated and bored mothers. Par
ents see children as a justification for working
and in turn use emotional blackmail on child
ren to show gratitude for being told what to do.
The very real anxiety felt by parents for the
welfare of their children, which is almost tot
ally their responsibility, is "the best weapon
to stifle the proletarian effort towards liberty,
to weaken the revolutionary spirit of the work
ing man and working woman." (c)

Women willingly accept the role of parasite
because it is disguised in the cultural terms
of the 'feminine mystique' based on the myth
that maternity inevitably means marriage.
The woman's resultant dissociation from pro
duction and public life leads finally to her
sexual inequality.

(3) The family perpetuates privacy and nur
tures such backward attitudes as religion and
racism. Likewise the family institution fun
ctions as a perpetuator of entrenched class
identifications of its members. Each unit
looks inwards to its own often neurotic mem
bers for emotional aid in coping with what is

seen as the hostile' outside world'. Women,
especially, are trapped and alienated from
the rest of society and cannot develop beyond
narrow attitudes towards themselves. Women's
isolated situation makes for frustration, back
wardness and defeat by mystified authority.
Women's feelings of 'low self esteem' and
'low-dominance' (d) further restrain them
from activity in the world and interest in the
world and interest in the problems of mankind.

Hannah Cavron, in The Captive Wife (e)
really exemplifies the bourgeois-chl'istain
cultural view of the role of the family in
society. She claims it provides a way of
"regulating sexual behaviour," gives "leg
itimate basis for the procreation and rear
ing of children, " "provides sustenance and
care for individual members, " is "import
ant as an agency for socialisation and educ
ation and thus of transmission of culture, "
and finally, it "bestows titles, roles, dut
ies on its members which are recognised
and applied by society. " There is no reas
on why the biological mother should also
perform, in isolation, or at all, the role
of socialiser, but under the guise of occup
ying an exclusive and vital role, women
submit to the above 'ideology' with its
insistence on chastity for women who have
not signed a marriage contract.

(4) It offers women a role which they are
conditioned to idealise, but which crushes,
subjects and dehumanises them.

A. Motherhood is seen as the only acceptable
female life style. Having children is almost
impossible outside the family structure. The
society uses economic and psychological wea
pons on women who want to decline the deal.
No alternatives are provided to bring up child
ren to their advantage. A mother can't work
and care for children during their pre-school
years. Creches are rare and expensive and
are conceived minimally. While children are
seen to be entirely the sphere of the private
family, no attempt is made to consider provis
ions for young children being accessible to their
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mothers while they perform other work.

Unmarried mothers get very small pensions and
they and their children live under the double
social stigma of I illegitimacy' and poverty.
Children are not wanted in flats and rooms al
though single mothers are unlikely to be able
to afford anything else.

B. A woman is not expected, even by her
self, to determineher own life. Her choice
of enterprise is severely limited.

Women choose marriage as an escape from
the dreary jobs they tend to occupy after leav
ing educational institutions which offer them
different and fewer opportunities for intellect
ual growth. Betty Friedan, in her book The
Feminine ';fYstique, points out that "sex and
early marrlage are the easiest way out; playing
house at 19 evades the responsibility of growing
upalone." (f)This escape proves to be only te~np

orary for women are then located on even more
meaningless tasks in isolation from the rest of
the workforce. Isolation breeds lack of confid
ence and married women feel inferior to men
and jealous of them, of other women and even
of their childre:u.

By providing the only intimately experienced
model for human relationships the family gross
ly distorts the possibilities. Woman's 'natural'
role in the family is made to seem a lifetime
occupation. Women are groomed as children
to be 'feminine'. In the opening chapter
of her book The Second Sex. Simone de
Beauvoir said that "If, well before puberty
and sometimes even from early infancy (a
female child) seems to us to be already
sexually detennined, this is not because
mysterious instincts directly doom her to
passivity, coquetry, maternity; it is be-
cause the influence of others upon the
child is a factor almost from her earliest
years." During adolescence, girls are
conditioned by anxiety to focus their att
ention on trapping a man. This narrows
motivations behind activities and relation..
ships and stunts women's emotional and

intellectual growth. Once married, she
is expected to 'love', i. e. to be totally
absorbed in and faithful to one man for the
rest of her life - which not only denies
development and change but insists on an
impossible monogamy at the time. The
reductive 'official' definition of 'love'
lays down a fonnula people feel impelled
to live up to and which denies the poss
ibility of having a multiplicity of human
friendships where people feel love for one
another.

In fact, the Double Standard propagates
guilt neuroses in relation to women's bids
for sexual freedom and any realisation
of themselves as having the right to decide
their own ways of obtaining and giving
socio-sexual fulfilment.

Because monogamous marriage is repres
ented as the only morally desirable fonn
of sexual relationship, a woman's demand
for the right to abort an unwanted pregnancy
is made to appear immoral and the govern
ment attempts to restrict use of the contra
ceptive pill by heavily taxing it as a 'lux
ury item'. Free access to abortion on re
quest and to safe contraception places the
entire 'feminine mystique' in jeopardy.

(5) The family organises women into
carrying out unpaid work. This work its
elf is dull and pointlessly repetitious in
the context of -isolated little families all
using one of everything. Modern devices

irrationally and converts them to profit.
Women, housebound under prosperous econ
omic conditions, fail to utilise technical
innovations rationally; they expand "busy
work" to fill the day. Time-consuming
tasks must somehow be important so the
obvious personal futility of the housewife's
life is never faced. As Lenin wrote,
"(Housework) is exceptionally petty and
does not include anything that would in
any way promote the development of women. 45
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The family concentrates all this dull work
in women's hands by disgUiSing it as an excit
ing and mystical mission. This excludes
fair sharing of the labour for a day to day
maintenance of people, their clothes and
their habitat. The fact that housework is
an integral part of the work load facing
humanity is concealed. But besides being
relagated to low-status, unpaid, 'home
and-family' work, many women are com
pelled into wage slavery as well. Women's
work is devalued even further than is that
performed by men in a capitalist economy.
GeorgeNovackpoints out that "Women are
part of the reserve army of labour required
by the capitalist during periods of labour
shortage. This supply can be impounded
(in the family) or tapped according to the
fluctuating rate of the accumulation of
capital. "(g) In a survey made in July 1968
by the Department of Labour and National
Service, women were reported to be the
fastest growing sector in the Australian
labour market. This report is prefaced with
the crudely expressed capitalist hope
"attitudes among employers and the comm
unity in general, will facilitate the absor
ption of this previously untapped source
of labour and bring to industry a much
needed addition to its labour force." (h)
While child-care facilities are tot-
ally inadequate and virtualiy all occup
ations available to married women further
exploit them, work as a means to women's
liberation remains an abstract concept.

The degree of economic independence it
really gives women is often negligible since
her earnings are essential to the survival
of her family and only supplement her hus
band's income. The fact that joining the
workforce lessens her isolation from the
rest of society often means that she is fur
ther encapsuled in the woman's role: she
is segregated into the category of "essential
female industries" where the concept of the
female half of the human race serving and
being dependent on the male half is daily
re-inforced.

Interim demands by the Women's Liberation
Movement for equal pay and equal job opp
ortunity are only meaningful when linked
together and are supplemented with chall
enges to the role women play in the nuclear
family. Campaigns for free abortion on
request and freely available contraceptives
and contraceptive information and the pro
vision of free, 24 hour, community cont
rolled child-care centers are offering the
first direct challenges.

(6) The family is useful to capitalism in
lowering the costs of reproducing and ren
ovating the labour force. The organisation
of its housing and the physicial mainten
ance of its members are seen to be "family
responsibilities", at best subsidised by the
state. Because it accepts the primary res
ponsibility for socializing children, the

family thus provides gratis for the capitalist,
the conservative conditioning of the new
generation. Industry doesn't have to direct
the renewal of its only basic plant, the
worker.

(7) An important part of the woman's task
of socialising children within the family
is to initiate the standards of masculine
and feminine roles and personalities accord
ing to sex. Men are encouraged to think
of themselves as doers and deciders in every
sphere. Women are trained to accept as
'natural' and inevitable their role as prim
arily rearers of children. Therefore women
are denied access to jobs outside the home
and the right to equal pay when they do
get jobs.

Standard assumptions like those related to
male-female aggression and possessiveness
become meaningless in the context of the
violence of a family life based on enforced
monogamy and where money-relations
count most. The nuclear family is subject
to the tensions of its individual members
coping with a 1-<vchologically distorting,
exploitative society. Cornell Political
Sociologist, Andrew Hacker was recently
reported in Time magazine as saying ". •
the institution we call marriage can't hold
two full human beings - it was only des
igned for one and a half." (i)

(8) The family provides for mystifying the
(assumed male) 'bread winner' role which
provides assumptions justifying the exploit
ation of female workers who accept the
worst pay and conditions. As Juliet Mitch
ell (j) says, "Coercion has been amelior
ated to an ideology shared by both sexes".

Feminine role-stereotyping includes train
ing as a specialist consumer. Irrational
innovations are often most profitable, so
rational consumers are less profitable. The
female who is entirely submerged in her
family role is the most ideal consumer of
all. As the isolated, frustrated non-part
icipating member of the larger society,
she can easily be persuaded by the special
ised direct communication lines to her
corral that she can fulfill her often un-
real desires by buying things.

Each family echoes the competitive spirit
of capitalist society and is duped into
confusing competition for the spurious
status of ownership of a large range of
material goods with genuine need for the
access to rational use of time and labour
saving machinery.

The family, then, is both incompatible
with equality of the sexes and is a basic
structure in women's exploitation. It
ties in at many points with the more
visible features of the oppression. Only
the liberation of woman from her key
role in this institution will leave her free
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(i) Time, December 28, 1970.

George Novack: 'Women Arise', reprint
ed in Socialist Review, No. 2 Sydney,
1970.

Women in the Work Force Series: Depart
ment of Labour and National Service,
Survey, 1970.

Betty Friedan, Feminine lvtystique
Published 1963, Penguin 1965.

As women reject mal'Tiage , and partic
ipate in experiments in life-styles alter
natives to the nuclear family, they begin
part of a revolution which will radically
transform relatons between themselve~

between women and men between adults
and children.

The Women's Liberation Movement, since
the middle sixties, has been important in
advancing the consciousness of the psych
ological nature of woman's oppression be
yond seeing 'the woman question' solely in
the context of her role in the family. As
women become more militant and deter
mined and increase their solidarity in that
struggle for liberation, they seek answers
to fundamental problems of social organis
ation.
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Interview
with·a
West

Bengali
Trotskyist

What is the political importance of West
Bengal in reTation to the rest of India?

The political importance of West Bengal
is very great, but the only way you can
appreciate this is if you lUlderstand the
political and historical backgrolUld and
tradition of this province. For instance
during the days of British imperialist rule
over our COlUltry, it waS in Bengal where
the terrorist movement and the revolut
ionary movement was born. If a proper
survey were conducted, I think you would
find that one family in twelve would be
able to boast a martyr who died for the
cause of national liberation. They fou
ght bravely against British imperialism
and made Bengal the spearhead of the
anti-imperialist struggle. That is why
Bengal was the part of India which the
imperialists disliked and feared the most
and that is why they institutionalised a
racist discrimination against the Bengalis.
They could not trust us to serve in the
British Army and in this of course they
were right. If the Bengalis had been
armed it is possible that a revolutionary
leadership would have emerged to lead
them.

Yesterday they fought against the Brit
ish, today they lead the struggle again-
st capitalism itself, that is against the
Indian Congress and its allies. It was in
West Bengal where the popular discon
tent and revolutionary fervour of the mas
ses was channelled into popular frontism
by the so-called left parties. Tdday a
big mass movement is developing aga
inst the betrayals of these parties and, in
my opinion, West Bengal will be the
place from where the spark or rather the
flame of socialist revolution will begin
to set the whole of India ablaze, and
thus bring about a change in the social
structure of the COlUltry.

What is the present situation of West Ben
gal, in other wordS the state of the peas
antry, workiilg class movement, etc.?

There is a very serious crisis facing capi
talism in West Bengal and there is a gen
eral feeling which has pervaded virtually
every strata which shows us that the peo
ple are simply not prepared to be oppre
ssed any longer. From a revolutionary
point of view the situation couldn't be
more opportune. The capitalists are a
ware of this and they have started shift
ing their industries from West Bengal to
"safer" parts of India. This withdrawal
of capital symbolises the pre-revolution
ary situation which exists in Bengal to
day. The leading Indian industrialist,
Birla, recently stated that he preferred
Bombay to Calcutta because the latter
was a "hell" as far as he was concerned.
He is, of course, correct.



The level of political consciousness in
side the working-class is very high. They
fight on the streets today on all issues and
not only their economic demands. Last
December the jute mill workers came
out on strike and the employers locked
them out. This resulted in solidarity
actions by all other workers and poor
peasants. A General Strike was pro
posed in order to defend the jute work
ers. The central government capitu
lated before the strike could take place.
Of course the working-class movement
is faced with certain problems. The
level of unemployment is constantly
rising and at the moment the average
rate of unemployment is 650/0 throughout
the provinces in both the cities and the
countryside. The second problem is
the trade union bureaucrats who are by
and large in the pay of the capitalists.
These parasites have created in many
areas an atmosphere of fear and they are
constantly victimising socialist and rad
ical workers. They act openly as the
Trojan horse of Indian capitalism. But
despite the growing poverty and constant
fear of unemployment, the workers re
fuse to be intimidated and are in the
fighting line of the struggle.

As far as the peasantry is concerned, as
you know throughout India 700/0 of the
population is agricultural. In West Ben
gal the figure is slightly less. Between
600/0 and 620/0 of the population depends
on agriculture. Because of the famine
conditions in the countryside and the
drought, even among the peasantry the
largest grouping consists of what can only
be described as a rural proletariat. This
class owns nothing except the mud and
straw huts and their eating utensils.
These people are today prepared to fig
ht and go the whole way to smash the
existing structures and change the social
relationships which exist in the country
side. Thus we see that the demand for
seizing the land today becomes extrem
ely popular. This demand in some pla
ces was so powerful that we have seen
the Naxalite movement winning a great
deal of support and forcing both the right
-wing reformist Communist Parties to
make a show to the people in their short
lived "land grabbing" exploits. But they
failed miserably and no one was taken in,
not even the right-wing press.

According to the law there are no land
lords. But of course this is a complete
farce because in India it is the unwritten
laws which operate. On paper a landlord
might only own 25 acres, which is the
limit, but in practice he can own land
under several fictitious names. But this
type of landlord has more of an upper
class kulak mentality rather than that of
an old feudal landlord (this is in Bengal,
of course). So as far as the class struct-

ure of the Bengali countryside is concer
ned, you have the kulak-landlords on
the top, and then you have the middle
peasants, but they are also in a state of
decay because of the poverty, unemploy
ment and the famine. Virtually every
alternate year brings us famine or drou
ght. Even today we are living in famine
conditions. From April to October the
agricultural labourers will therefore have
almost nothing to eat. They will have
only one meal in 24 hours and that meal
would surprise even the most ardent rev
olutionary living in the developed cap
italist countries. It consists of rice with
salt and if they're lucky some cooked
vegetables. The number of people who
eat meat or fish is very limited. The
agricultural labourers are on the lowest
rung of the ladder. They comprise a
large and growing majority and repres
ent an extremely potent revolutionary
force in the Bengali countryside. In any
future struggle they will be a decisive
component and that is why our comrades
are working in the countryside and lead
ing struggles.

Could ~ou tell us something about these
fake Ie t parties which believe in elect
oral fronts. What concrete resUlts have
their caItktUlations had on the consciou
sness of e Bengali masses?

The "left" parties were undoubtedly very
popular because of their propaganda and
agitation which was undoubtedly quite

East Bengalis
Demonstrate for
Independence
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effective. But 1967 marks the great divide
because it was in this year that these par
ties completely exposed themselves.
These same parties which had in the past
fought for some of the demands of the
people, when they came to power in 1967,
their lust for power and their desire to hold
office overshadowed everything else. They
openly went over to collaboration with the
capitalist class. In the years when they
were in power they behaved like any bou
rgeois governm ent. The people saw for
themselves that nothing had changed. Cor
ruption, high food prices, unemployment,
disease all remained the same and in times
like these even the most violent revolut
tionary rhetoric cannot mask the fact that
the condition of the people remains unch
anged. Despite all their big talk, they
failed to arrest a single black-marketeer
or property speculator. In 1969 when they
came to power again there was yet another
chance for them to mobilise the masses
against the bourgeois state and expose the
central state apparatus. Once again they
failed miserably. They weren't even
capable of implementing an existing law
regarding the amount of land anyone per
son was entitled to own, though they know
full well that many landlords are defying
or disregarding this law, which after all
was framed by a capitalist government.
The least the United Front government
could have done - after all it included two
parties which call themselves communist 
was to implement this law. The only act
ions the two CPs could carry out was res
tricted to a mock occupation of Indira
Ghandi and Birla's gardens. It could be
that some of the CP leaders knew the geo
graphy of these gardens well as they are
entertained there on certain occasions.
These attempts to bluff the people have
failed.

I think that these parties have ceased to be
left parties in any meaningful sense of the
word. They are working hand-in-glove
with the ruling Congress Party, with other
parties like the Muslim League and in pla
ces even with semi-fascist parties like the
Jan Sangh. These parties have become a
part of the established order. Today in
West Bengal the. are only two existing
revolutionary tendencies: the Maoists and
the Trotskyists. These are the only curr
ents who oppose both the capitalist and
the sham opposition of the "left" parties.
Of course the Maoists are much better kno
wn than us because of the great weight of
the Chinese Revolution, but don't be too
deceived by appearances because in some
parts of Bengal we are much stronger. You
can ask any member of the repressive state
apparatus in the district of Bankura who are
the Trotskyists of the Fourth International.
He will tell you. He knows because he
and his friends have been trying to defeat
us and have failed. Our comrades conti
nue to occupy the land.

. t move-
ection?

You probably know that the Indian Consti
tution is the longest in the world. It has
395 Articles and innumerable clauses and
appendices, etc., but this constitution or
any other capitalist constitution is incap
able of solving the problem which the
country is now facing. The number of
elections is increasing both on a provi
ncial and the central level. Looking at
it from a purely practical point of view,
it would be impossible for revolutionar
ies to participate because in India to par
ticipate in an election costs a lot of mon
ey and we are poor and all our funds are
anyway put to better use. To run one
candidate alone would cost us a minimum
of Rs. 20, 000 ($2, 000 approx. on the
black market exchange rate). As you can
see, no real revolutionary tendency would
be able to spare that amount of money
just for an election.

Of course, there is a more important and
political side to the question. After all,
a bourgeois election is a hoax, a farce,
particularly as far as we are concerned.
The toiling masses of West Bengal have
seen through this farce. Large numbers
of workers and poor peasants today have no
illusions about the electio~s. They have
seen many elections. They and others
like them, particularly the youth, feel
that there is only one way and that is the
way of revolutionary struggle. This atmo
sphere has been enhanced by the two rev
olutionary movements who operate there,
namely the Maoists and the Trotskyists.
And now our party, the Socialist Workers
Party in Bengal, has decided from both
a tactical and strategical point of view
not to participate in the elections. This
doesn't mean that we extend the slogan
of boycott like the Naxalites have done
to every sphere of life without any regard
for the level of consciousness of the mass
es. We have also decided to use the ele
ction period to go to the masses and ex
plain to them the meaning of the elect
ion and why we are not participating in it.

What has been the role of the Naxalites
or rather the CP (M-L) and what do you
thiiik their evolution is likely to be?
Have they a future?

The Naxalites or the Maoists could be in
fact one of the biggest parties in India,
but because of their adventurism and be
cause of their indecision and because of
the internecine battles which take place
inside their leading bodies, they have not
been able to build an all-India party.
Already they have disintegrated into dif
ferent factions and groups all claiming
their right to the true heritage. There
are about 30 small groups and 13 diff
erent newspapers in West Bengal alone.
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They're saying almost the same things.
Same strategyJ Same Mao Tse Tung,
same ideas. They are divided on the
question of who is the real leadership.
The main party of course is the CP (M
L). They had a strategy of going to the
countryside to start an agrarian revolu
tion and this they tried, but never on
the basis of the class struggle in the par
ticular locality or on the basis of the
masses in that locality. They tried it
on the basis of individual terror by kil
ling individual landlords and individual
jotedars in Bengal. They failed because
they failed to understand the role the
masses play in any meaningful struggle
and this despite all their "serve the
people" propaganda. Their emphasis
on individual terror brought upon their
heads the entire might of the state and
they suffered serious casualties. Many
brave and heroic militants were killed.
The repression has had a demoralising
effect on many of their cadres and has
caused some disintegration. I don't
think that their future in the sense is
very bright.

"cultural revolution" in India. They have
started attacking colleges, schools and
universities. They have ransacked and
burnt many libraries containing extreme
ly valuable books and manuscripts which
would be of importance to any Marxist
historian. They have even attempted to
burn the entire library of Calcutta Uni
versity where there are many books which
are not available anywhere. The lunatic
reasoning behind this is that Mao's writ
ing is sufficient for everyone. You don't
need to study anything else. This atti
tude has nothing in common with Marx
ism; it is in fact reminiscent of another
ideology. They have also destroyed sci
ence laboratories in which useful appar
atus has been destroyed and they also
sometimes tend to kill teachers. Anyone
who thinks I'm exaggerating should read
the posters the Naxalites stick up all over
the place in which they openly admit this.
If anything I've underplayed some of their
more "heroic" activities. In the name of
the cultural revolution they have commi
tted acts which would sadden the heart of
any Marxist-Leninist who has read both

East Pakistanis in
Indian Refugee
Camp

Only recently they have changed their
strategy. They have left the rural sec
tor, but alas, without a Red Army, and
are now concentrating on the industrial
sector. Here, too, they have a plan of
individual terror which they proclaim
quite openly. So far they have not been
able to kill any big or leading industri
alist. They have only executed some
medium-size traders. They should know
as well as anyone else that the laws of
property mean that the deadman's bOu-'

.. nty gQestoehis descendants cand.relatives
-..~~.-t~theo-gevemment.-.·.·,··'l'IBs-preperty

would never go to the people.

Another point on which we disagree with
them is on their method of furthering the

Marx and Lenin. These acts serve no real
purpose. They tend to lower the political
prestige of the reyoilltionary movement as
a whole. In a country with mass illiteracy
you don't endear yourselves to the masses
by burning books. This is why I tell you
they ar~ on a suicidal course which can
lead only to total disintegration.

Trotskyists of the Fourth International only
began functioning in West Bengal at the end
of 1968 and the beginning of 1969. After
studying the situation and analysing the bal- 51
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ance of class forces we decided to concen
trate all our modest forces in the rural areas
If we can organise properly in one area and
bring it under our control, the spark from
this area would act as an inspiration for the
rest of the country and point the way for
ward. So in one district called Bankura and
in its rural area which is not vel)' easy to
reach because of no proper communication
system. There is only one bus route and
even on that you have to walk three miles
where there isn't a road. In such an area,
the Trotskyists started a movement. First
we carried out simple, agitational politi
cal propaganda and were pleasantly surp
ised by the response we got. Then laterwe
issued a call for a strike in that area. Ev
el)'one knows what a strike is in the cities.
But a strike by agricultural workers in a
country like India is virtually unheard of.
The response of the rural poor to the strike
was amazing and took us all by surprise.
It was too big for the small Trotskyist for
ce in Bankura. For ten whole days the
labourers didn't work. Despite the suff
ering they still refused to go. Finally
their main demand was accepted. In this
way our first strike was a success.
Then we decided that simply to stop at
wage demands was to pander to econom
ism and this was the last thing that the
poor peasants needed. So we decided to
go further. The next step was to seize
the land, and we proceeded to do so. The
capitalists said this was illegal, etc, but
in fact it wasn't because in some cases
the land didn't belong to the landlord and
he was occupying it illegally. We explain
ed this and the agricultural labourers sei
zed the land as a class, as a mass aware
of its rights and its place in histol)'. We
have occupied over 300 acres of land in
three different localities, and the lands

belong to either the government or to the
landlords. While the seizures were taking
place there was a clash between the land
lords and the police on the one hand, and
our comrades and their supporters on the
other. But our numbers were so large that
the rural authorities were frightened of a
confrontation. The real crisis that we had
to face was in November and December of
last year. This is the harvesting period and
the local authorities were scared. So
the local police station was reinforced; it
waS given a special wireless set and many
other subsidiaries. Then semi-milital)'
forces also brought to this area so that our
movement, a new type of movement as
far as India was concerned, could be hal
ted. What was this movement and what
was it engaged in doing? The land that
we have occupied and which is well over
350 acres was not given to individual pea
sants. A committee known as the "Col
lective Farming Committee" with an el
ected leadership of 21 people, all of whom
are agricultural workers, runs the entire
area. There is a chairman of this comm
ittee as well. This form of organisation
is new to Bengal if not India. Most of the
other groups and tendencies who seized the
land gave it to their peasant supporters to
cultivate. We Trotskyists refused to en
courage, especially in a place like West
Bengal, individual ownership. Land be
longs to the collective and its committee
organises collective cultivation, etc. Whi
le the amount of land we have seized and
which is under our control is nothing com
pared to the vastness of the province, it
represents a far bigger potential, and it is
the new form of organisation and its exa
mple which frightens the ruling-class.

We have had many clashes with the auth
orities and have not been intimidated, but
of course our resources are limited comp
ared to the force of the bourgeois state's
apparatus. The police have attacked vil
lages and beaten up women and children,
tortured peasants, etc. They claimed
that the Trotskyists had launched an off
ensive against their special camp, but this
was a blatant lie. From the beginning of
November to December 24th 1970, there
were eight clashes between the Trotskyi
sts on one side and the police and rich
peasants on the other. There were a few
of our comrades wounded, many were
arrested and 200 have had to go under 
ground, and against our leading comrade
]agdish ]ha the police have registered 50
different cases, all of a serious nature.
The police have offered an unofficial re
ward for comrade ]ha, dead or alive, of
£50. This is a description of the reign
of terror in the Bankura district of West
Bengal. We have begun to start in some
other districts also a similar movement
and it will have its effect in the near fu
ture. Of course our aim is to general-
ise the struggle, but our resources are

..
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not great and the Fourth International
does not have state power as yet. Des
pite this we think that comrades in Eur
ope and North America could do consi
derably more to aid us.

What are the relations between the Trot
skYists and the Naxalites?

We have one big agreement with them.
Like us they are also opposing the capi
talists and the whole role which the left
p21'ties so-called are playing in India.
But there are some big difference also.
For instance the Naxalites still believe
in the bloc of four classes theoretically
and they try and impose Mao's cult eve
rywhere. They believe in individual ter
rorism and thus underrate the importance
of the class struggle. We believe in in
creasing the stru~g1.e, in mass terrorism.
But in the struggle when we see that the
Naxalites are being oppressed by the pol
ice, we help them in every possible way.
In that sense they are comrades engaged
in a similar struggle. Most of the Naxa
lite workers are sincere and honest mil
itants who are dying for their ideals.

What is the importance of the national
Guestion in West Benfal, iltrticularly
earing in mind the act at in East

Bengal (Pakistan) it has acquired a phen
omenal importance?

Yes, it is important. • . but we cannot
simply restrict it to that as we don't want
to replace one oppressor with another. We
have no real differences with East BengaL
We speak the same language, share the
same culture, etc. The differences that
exist have been fostered artificially. On
its own, Bengal is a sizeable country with
a population of over a hundred million.
Therefore the only slogan we can give is
that of a Socialist Bengal and that is the
way we hope to develop consciousness on
the national question.

Knowin1c as we do and understanding the
tremen ous imtiact which the Chinese
revolution has ad in Asia and ourselves
bein~outside the Maoist movement, dotOU bili it will be possible in the near
uture to build a lar~e section of the Fou

rth International in ndia?

Surely and certainly. I do not doubt it.
What we lack and what both the orthodox
Maoists and the pro- Moscow Stalinists
possess is the backing of state power. In
a country which is backward and a maj
ority of whose people are illiterate like
India today, simple propaganda in pict
orial form or in films etc. on a large
scale undoubtedly has a big impact. We,
alas, do not as yet have the resources
to match these efforts on our own. Our
newspapers, etc., are very modest aff-

airs compared to those of the pro-Mos
cow and pro-Peking tendencies. Also
the financial resources of these states en
able them to maintain full-timers, get
printing presses and the like.

However, we mnst not be pessimistic in
the face of this. What is always decisive

is politics, and even as Mao has said, pol
itics must be in command. We agree.
We say that the programme and the pol
itics of the Indian Fourth International to
day are an extremely important weapon
and we shall ensure that this weapon is
used well. The existing political vacuum
makes it all the more imperative for the
Trotskyists to develop roots in the masses
and thus lay the foundations of a revolu
tionary party. I think we are beginning
to do this and therefore I can say with a
certain amount of confidence that the
Fourth International has a big future a
head of it in India.

This interview is reprinted from I Red Mole I ,

British Trotskyist Newspaper. Enquiries about
subscriptions, or single copies, should be
sent to Box 186, Haymarket P. 0., N. S. W. 53
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J'aCCllse!
·J~<\CCUSE!' BY M.EJLERSEN
(TANDEM, 80c), REVIEWED

It is interesting that the preface to this
book was written by Inge & Sten Hegeler,
authors of I The ABZ of LoveI, in that in
some ways it is a logical development
from that book. I The ABZ of Love' rec
eived a great deal of publicity when rel
eased in Australia. It was not, however,
a sexually revolutionary work, but simply
a book of rational, scientific, plain com
mon-sense about sexual matters, and as
such, welcome.

It is significant of the times that the book
has been (correctly) panned in I Mejane' ,
and a re-reading reveals that their atti
tude is indeed heavily tinged with male
chauvinism throughout, an impression
borne out by their recent visit to Australia
where they affirmed notions of monogamy,
marriage, romance and family.

Nevertheless, I The ABZ of Love' did have
a role to play - in it, the Hegelers argued
that sensual and sexual pleasure could and
should be pursued as an end in itself (as
opposed to reproductive ends). Theyarg
ued that the highest sexual expression
could be achieved by unashamedly using
the body of the sexual partner to achieve
personal satisfaction, and that this in fact
made for the highest mutual satisfaction.

They also put the erect male penis in its
place. That so much importance should
be placed on this supposed mark of viri
lity is an absurd notion that cripples human
personalities, they argued. Why should
sexual satisfaction depend on this one
phenomenon when there are so many pos
sible varieties, combinations and zones
of human sexual pleasure?
Above all, they stated that the seat of
female sexuality of orgasm, was the
clitoriS, and not 'the vagina, as comm
oUly believed.
And it is from this latter point that Mette
Ejlersen develops the thesis of her book:

'It is a stupid superstition that something,
which could be called a vaginal orgasm,
should exist. It is a stupid and danger
ous belief because it has given hundreds
of women an inferiority complex, be
cause they thought they 'o~y' had clito
ral orgasms. All women s climaxes
are brought abou:tby stimulating that
little spot just above the entrance to the
vagina. It is that spot-the clitoris - that
arouses the feelings of pleasure and happ
iness. To destroy that superstition would
be to cause a revolution~ (p.13)

On p. 50 she quotes Dr. Albert Ellis, a
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noted sexologist who recognised the role of
the clitoris:

I •••• a man with no penis could be 'an
excellent lover' for the average woman and
... ' a woman who had no vagina could
wholly satisfy the average man- provided
that the partner of each were not overly pre
judiced in favour of so-called 'normal inter
course', '
The writer claims that an enormous
fraud has been perpetrated against
women - that countless women, be
cause they accept the myth of the vag
inal orgasm insisted upon by the aver
age sex manual (e. g. the average
'learned' Penguin), believe themsel
ves to be frigid or 'abnormal' because
they do not experience orgasm as their
male counterparts do.

Consequently, according to Ejlersen:

'. • • the woman simulates. There-
fore she plays the farce that is performed
in most matrimonial beds the world over
• • • having been advised by a woman
doctor and editor of the readers' probl
ems page in a women's magazine.' (p. 25)

The tragedy of the situation is compounded
over generations:

'. • • the mother has over the years re
signed herself to sexual intercourse with
out a climax, and it may not occur to
her to touch on the subject when talking
to her daughter'. (p.17)

More than this, because the mother feels
she is the exception, because she believes
that she is frigid and therefore abnormal,
she feels that she cannot give her daughter
accurate information on the subject. In
fact, the writer claims, the travesty of
their sexual lives is common to most wo
men.
The tragedy is one of enormous propor
tions, well conveyed by this book: a
story of thousands of women leading a
sex life of continual disappointment,
who come to believe that this is the norm,
that women aren't expected to experi
ence orgasm a la men. And of the in
sensitivity and arrogance of partners who
don't care. Women in the liberationist
movement have a need to educate and
help men understand the myth of vaginal
orgasm - in their own interests. Only
those men who want women to be chatt
els dull, subservient vegetables, would
be resistant to undergoing this revoludon
in their own lives.
How has this situation arisen? Firstly,
centuries of economic dependency within
the prison that is the nuclear family and
of socialisation to her subservient role,
have led women in our society to accept
their secondary, inferior, sexual role, to
accept the idea of the 'submissive woman'
afraid to speak out lest she lose her part
ner's love.
Secondly, the author points out that most

of these knowledgeable sex manuals that
deny the role of the clitoris, have been
written by men. Up until now the sexual
destiny of women has largely been cont
rolled by ignorant male medicos. It is
significant that the breakthrough repres
ented by this book has been made by a
female, lay person. The mystification
surrounding the medical profession, its
superstitious mumbo-jumbo, has reinfor
ced the role of women for too long.
A rec.ent survey of medical students at
Monash University (reported in the 'Age'
of 27th May) showed that 700/0 of the stu
dents could answer only 6 out of 29 ques
tions of simple sexual knowledge (e. g.
only 400/0 knew what the rhythm method
was, only 560/0 knew that pregnancy was
likely to occur during the 11th-15th days
of a woman's cycle). 40% of the stud
ents thought it was all right for men to be
promiscuous, but only 300/0 thought it was
all right for women. (This of course,
meant that the other 600/0 and 700/0 respect
ively, presumably opposed 'promiscuous'
or pre-marital sex). 400/0 said they wanted
to marry virgins, but only 300/0 wanted
to be virgins. The sex ratio of the survey
was 780/0 male students and 220/0 female.
These are the quacks who exercise enorm
ous daily influence on the lives of women!
The nuclear family and the patriarchal
structure of society are integral structures
of capitalism. Socialists have an obliga
tion to fight for at least a framework in
which the possibility of women leading a
full sex life, developing themselves to
their fullest expression as human beings,
can be realised. The oppression of women
in their sex lives is indivisible from their
political, economic, social and cultural
oppression. Engels saw the woman under
capitalism as the proletariat of the nuclear
family.
Women, of course, must determine the
framework and nature of their own struggle,
but it is vital that all socialists understand
the woman question and develop their ideas
accordingly. Not only women, but also
men, must read this book. It may lead to
a disturbing revolution in your personal
life, but that's what it's all about~

Don't be put off by the gauche journalistic
style of the book, or by the Hegelers. Their
contributed chapter is concerned with dis
cussing how, given the knowledge of this
book, can couples save their marriage from
ruin? Surely, if the marriage is antithetical
to honesty and equality, to speak in these
terms is merely to perpetuate the tra~c far
ce Mette Ejlersen describes! Their position
is, in fact, in dire contradiction to the un
compromising, scathingly honest spirit of this
pioneering book. ,
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revolution, the women's liberation movement,
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